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The union of choice for Scotland’s
teachers and lecturers

As Scotland’s largest teaching union with over 55,000
members, the EIS is committed to delivering the best for
everyone in Scottish education. From leading on
negotiations on terms and conditions, to tackling
bureaucracy and workload, to campaigning for proper
funding for ASN provision – the EIS is the authoritative
voice of Scottish education.
The Educational Institute of Scotland – Speaking up for
teaching professionals and for Scottish education.
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he March/April issue of Scottish
Left Review is our traditional
STUC congress edition. In it, we
ask a variety of unions to write about
the issues facing them and what they
are doing about them. This year, we
have tried something a bit different. In
the spirit of being a magazine seeking
to act as a forum for discussing and
debating a left agenda, we asked
different unions to draw out what
lessons they have learned from their
campaigning and organising over the
last year in order that other unions
may benefit from these insights and
conclusions. So, this is an exercise
in group solidarity with the aim of
making what unions do that bit more
effective.
Of course, none of this is plain sailing.
The UCU showed that it could not
only beat the Trade Union Act’s new
thresholds on its ballot for strike and
industrial action over pensions – see
Mary Senior’s article in this issue –
as well as make big steps towards
winning the dispute. But alas it was a
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different matter over pay on both its
disaggregated national ballot in 2018
and its aggregated ballot in 2019.
Those sets backs – along with those
suffered by PCS, RMT and UNISON –
are the evidence that the Trade Union
Act can scupper industrial action and
suggests unions may have to become
more strategic in deciding upon what
issues they ballot upon as well as
how they campaign to achieve ‘yes’
votes. We hope the forthcoming PCS
and possible EIS national ballots, both
on pay, learn from this experience.
Indeed, as David Belsey points out in
his article, the EIS has been successful
in its balloting in further education
colleges and its mobilisation so far on
gaining a pay rise in schools mirrors
the patient slow burn approach of the
CWU when it won its national ballot
for action in late 2017 (see Matt Kerr’s
article).
Articles from Mick Cash (RMT), Peter
Hunter (UNISON) and Caroline Sewell
(Musicians’ Union), for example, show
that campaigning is not necessarily
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predicated on trying to take industrial
action though. Indeed, as the victory
over equal pay at Glasgow City
Council shows action of different
sorts (industrial, political, legal) was
deployed, with industrial action bring
matters to a successful conclusion (see
article by Jennifer McCarey and Brian
Smith). And when industrial action
is used, imagination is needed. The
latest example of innovation comes
again from French workers. Teachers
there protesting about the detrimental
changes to the baccalaureate have
decided, rather than not set or mark
the exam, they will simply give every
candidate the top mark, making a
mockery of the changes.

reviews
Congratulations to the Save Leith
Walk campaign (see Scottish Left
Review January/February 2019)
after defeating the developer’s
proposals and to Edinburgh City
Council for recognising the strength
of this local opinion. The challenge
for the campaign now is to decide
what is for and how to maintain its
vibrancy in campaigning for that. In
this issue, activists in the Living Rent
campaign show how they might have
found some of the answers to these
conundrums.
• We’d like to thank Tommy Sheppard
for his 17 years of service on the
editorial committee of the Scottish
Left Review. He has stepped
down on account of being unable
to regularly attend committee
meetings due to his Westminster
responsibilities (where he has been
an MP since 2015). We hope he will
still be able to write for Scottish Left
Review as he has before though. As
readers may be aware, SNP MP Chris
Stephens joined our board late last
year along with Maggie Chapman,
co-convenor of the Scottish Greens.
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Feedback on Nicaragua

Scottish Left Review encourages our readers to respond to published articles. Here we print correspondence on an article in the
last issue.

J

oseph McAleer (Scottish Left Review,
January/February 2019) positions
himself alongside right-wing figures
such as US Senators, Marco Rubio and
Ted Cruz, in his apparent support for
punitive US sanctions against the people
of Nicaragua, despite the history of
repeated US destabilisation in Latin
America. He also attacks the Nicaragua
Solidarity Campaign for ‘shamelessly
supporting [President Daniel] Ortega’.
However, NSC has no political affiliation,
but works in solidarity towards
reducing poverty and supporting the
poor in Nicaragua, lending support
where appropriate to any government
programmes that contribute towards
this aim.
But in this regard, completely contrary
to Mr McAleer’s assertions, the current
Sandinista government has been
stunningly successful. Since returning
to power in 2007, poverty has been
halved and extreme poverty cut by
60%, according to World Bank figures.
Education fees have been abolished, and
pupils provided with free school meals.
According to UNESCO, illiteracy has been
eliminated. Healthcare is free and the
health budget has tripled, with maternal
mortality dropping by 58%, 350 new
hospitals or clinics built, and millions of
children vaccinated.
Nicaragua is now fifth in World
Economic Forum’s gender equality
index, with equal gender representation
at all levels of government and a
specific programme of interest free
loans to women. The proportion of
energy from renewables has more
than doubled to 56%, causing the
International Development Bank to
praise Nicaragua as ‘a model for the
world on the shift to green energy’,
with 87% of the country connected to
the national grid, compared to 56% in
2006. A resurgence of unions, repressed
under previous right-wing governments,
means Nicaragua now has the highest
density of union membership in Central
America.
Does this really sound like a neo-liberal
government? Mr McAleer is also grossly
misinformed about the coup attempt.
Violence has come predominantly from
opposition supporters or opportunistic
thugs, with victims primarily being

Sandinista supporters. McAleer also
exaggerates the number of people who
have been killed. Protests have not been
made illegal, and there are no arbitrary
detentions or torture taking place.
All those arrested have been detained
for terrorism or criminal violence in
connection with the coup. Detention is
in prisons which are sanitary and the
least violent in Central America, and
provisions include medical care and
fortnightly family and conjugal visits.
Families can also provide food and other
items to prisoners, and all detainees
are dealt with by the courts according
to due process of the law. And, claims
that the FSLN’s electoral successes
have been a result of fraud are in
contradiction of the Organisation of
American States, amongst others, who
broadly categorised the last national
elections as free and fair. That such a
fundamentally inaccurate picture should
appear in the Scottish Left Review is
deeply concerning. The real neo-liberal
forces are at work in their on-going
attempts to divide and weaken the left,
and it is up to us to ensure that we are
resilient against the propagandists for
right wing ideas and anti-democratic
regime change.
James Poke, Acting Chair, Nicaragua
Solidarity Campaign (http://www.
nicaraguasc.org.uk/)

by the coup attempt in April-June last
year, which was far from the ‘nonviolent insurrection’ that McAleer
describes. This is made clear by the fact
that the first deaths from the violence
were not among the protesters, and
included the first of 23 police officers
to have been killed (with over 400
wounded). It was an insurrection, and it
was violent from the start, even though
the total deaths are about half what
McAleer claims.
McAleer seems to welcome the
US sanctions that have been
imposed, presumably agreeing with
Trump’s adviser, John Bolton, that
Nicaragua is now part of a ‘troika of
tyranny’ with Venezuela and Cuba.
But all socialists should reject US
intervention of any kind, not least
given its violent history in Central
America. Yet instead of rejecting
US help, the leaders of the insurrection
received US funding for years for their
so-called ‘democracy’ programmes,
which enabled the coup-mongers to be
trained to use whatever opportunity
presented itself (in this case, objections
to social security reforms). Even
while the coup was in progress and
Nicaraguan people were suffering from
the violence, the leaders travelled to
the US to plead for more funds and for
the sanctions which Trump has now
given them.

eaders should not be misled by
Joseph McAleer’s account of
what he calls the ‘betrayal’ of the
Sandinista revolution. As a Labour Party
member living in Nicaragua, I can report
that the Sandinista government, which
returned to power ten years ago, has
made enormous progress in combating
poverty, extending health care and
education, and developing the small and
medium business
sector of the economy. One symbol of
its success is that the latest ‘gender gap
index’ published by the World Economic
Forum places Nicaragua fifth among
149 countries, well ahead of Britain (at
15th).

At no stage did the coup-mongers put
forward any alternative proposals for
government, only their demand that
President Ortega should resign. The
country was paralysed for three months
by hundreds of far-from-peaceful
barricades, used to stop transport,
intimidate people and in many cases
to rob or kill them. Fortunately, the
government gained the upper hand
in July and peace has been restored.
I’m convinced that the vast majority of
Nicaraguans want it to continue. Despite
the campaign in the international media
to assert that Nicaragua is suffering
repression, life has largely returned to
normal. It would be excellent if Scottish
Left Review was to make it clear that
while Joseph McAleer has a different
view, I’m sure that most Nicaraguans
do not share it.

This progress was severely jeopardised

John Perry, Masaya, Nicaragua

R
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Let’s have a just transition for public
service workers too
Whether by design or default, Lynn Henderson calls for redistribution of the digital dividends

A

utomation, digitalisation and
data are the labour movement’s
latest buzzwords, and mostly they
express a mood of techno-anxiety more
than techno-optimism. Perhaps, it’s no
surprise to hear workers worrying about
their jobs, particularly with forecasts of
mass, tech-driven redundancies reported
in the media. Indeed, outside observers
could be forgiven for thinking we are all
arming ourselves with mallets, ready to
smash the coming robotic workforce.
However, reality is less clear cut.
Throughout union history, we have
recognised that technological progress
is ambivalent, capable of imposing new
forms of poverty and alienation but also
of freeing workers from long hours, low
pay and repetitive or dangerous work.
Often, we are presented with simplistic
identity alternatives: are you a ‘smart
thinker’ or a Luddite? But that’s entirely
the wrong framing. The real question is:
who sets the agenda for automation?
Is it capital or labour? Does growing
productivity benefit the rich, or can we
use those gains to maximise our freedom
and autonomy, in the workplace and
outside of work?
To get the most for workers, we need
to clearly understand how automation
is transforming work. In most unions,
including my own, the battle isn’t
against some WorkBot4000 from a
hammy science fiction film. Reality
is more humdrum, though no less
dangerous: digitalisation programmes for
government, data-driven monitoring of
staff and digital public service delivery.
A good example is the Tory plan for civil
service reform, which imagines a future
of ‘digital by default’ services. Here is
a classic case of automation imposed
from above. Rather than using tech to
free us up for better jobs, the aim is
to drastically shrink the public sector
and make life more precarious, both
for workers and for people who use
services. These programmes have been
imposed in a hurry, as a kind of ‘shock
doctrine’, to pre-emptively set the
digital agenda in line with Conservative
ideology. Thus we have seen, in no
particular order, HMRC’s decision to
shut 90 percent of its offices; job centre
closures; and Universal Credit, the

rushed, disastrous flagship for digital
services.
So even where automation does not
replace jobs, in the civil service, it is
already changing jobs significantly.
Whether a worker produces a public
good, like healthcare or social security,
or physical goods, like car parts,
automation is likely to change the way
they work. These developments put jobs
at risk, but could bring opportunities
too. Unions cannot afford to be
simply passive or defensive in these
circumstances, or we risk repeating the
mistakes we made during the 1980s and
1990s.
How can we begin to set our own
agenda? Responding to climate change,
the Scottish Government has established
a Just Transition commission, which
the STUC hopes will ensure that energy
workers and their communities are not
ripped apart by changing needs and
demands in the market. The tragic social
fate of former coal mining communities
shows precisely why we need this
programme.
So why can’t there be a just transition
for public sector workers too? HMRC’s
office closures threaten the local
economy in Cumbernauld. The tax office
is the biggest employer in East Kilbride.
Hundreds of jobs in Dundee are at risk.
The change from people-driven public
services to an automated or digitalised
public industry could threaten to
decimate whole areas of Scotland for
generations, just as the closure of mines,
steel mills and engineering plants did
before.
If we had a Just Transition for Public
Services, then unions could fight for
state intervention to fund reskilling
and redeployment. Together with
intervention to create green jobs,
this could shield against rising
unemployment. It could even be led by
union learning reps, helping to build up
union power as we go.
Public services, even where digital,
need human input from workers. That’s
why the Tory civil service agenda is
deeply dubious. ‘Digital by default’ was
dreamt up by officials who’ve never
set foot in a tax office or a job centre.

An honest effort to increase efficiency
would be co-created with workers and
their representatives, the people who
know reality on the ground; a botched
austerity measure like Universal Credit,
well, it wasn’t, and just look at it.
Worker participation is not wishful
thinking. Airbus workers in Germany
now have a say in the use of new
production techniques, meaning jobs are
protected. Our low rates of workforce
participation in Britain must change if
we’re to do the same. If we don’t, the
risks are huge. Economic transformation
without workers’ influence fuels votes
for far-right parties. The ‘foreigner’
coming to replace jobs is now a robot
or an algorithm, playing on the fears of
vulnerable workers and their families.
So, let’s plan. We need to demand
massive investment in reskilling for those
whose livelihoods may be at risk. Let’s
get organised to fight for our fair share
of the benefits of increased productivity.
The alternative to investment in a Just
Transition for the public sector workforce
is hugely expensive social decay and
democratic failure, easy breeding
grounds for fascist attitudes.
We often talk about learning from
our history as a movement. Now is
no different. If we don’t seize the
opportunities around new technology
now, then certain employers will, and
they will use it to bludgeon the unions.
Our ‘fourth industrial revolution’ will
then be a repeat of the ‘third’, the IT
revolution which facilitated globalisation.
Lessons from the historic Wapping
dispute should teach us that a brave
new world is coming, but we must
be ready to fight for its benefits. New
technologies have the potential to
liberate working people from drudgery
and unfulfilling work and to make our
jobs skilled and satisfying. But where
these technologies lead to new wealth,
any kind of liveable future depends on
who owns and controls it.
Lynn Henderson is STUC president, 20182019. She is also a PCS national officer
for Scotland and Northern Ireland.
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Equal pay victory - how Weegie women won
Jennifer McCarey and Brian Smith explain the organising approach that produced strength from weakness

O

ctober 2018 saw Scotland’s and
Britain’s largest women’s strike
for equal pay. It represented
a significant change in Scottish union
strategies around equal pay because
it included a combination of public
campaigning and industrial muscle. It
provided inspiring images of working
class women taking to picket lines and
demonstrations in Glasgow in numbers
never seen before. It wasn’t just a strike
- it was a mass action by the women of
Glasgow to demonstrate their power and
they won.
Since 2004, equal pay claims in local
government have been largely pursued
and managed through legal processes,
where the right point of pressure was
applied either through the courts or local
politicians Claims were safely delivered to
local bargaining structures, where council
officers, unions and private solicitors
would negotiate a settlement which was
then presented to individual claimants.
This delivered an individual model of
union services by the unions’ legal teams.
What brought 8,500 Glasgow City Council
(GCC) employees to strike was 12 years
of being paid less than they deserve
or are due. The experience of previous
settlements had fuelled scepticism
amongst members who were determined
to make sure that this time a full and fair
settlement would be delivered.
The unequal pay and grading scheme
at GCC had been introduced in 2007
with the Single Status Agreement
being implemented across Scottish
local authorities. Glasgow’s decision to
go with a uniquely amended version
of a scheme used by London local
authorities proved to be an audacious
decision. Not content with this, many
predominately female occupational
groups were then transferred into an
arm’s length organisation, called Cordia,
where staff were subject to a range of
additional discriminatory measures which
reduced earnings in value compared to
mainstream GCC employees. Overtime
rates were reduced, pay rises not applied
to non-core earnings, and oppressive shift
systems and increased workloads imposed
The largely female workforce of
homecare, catering and cleaning workers
in Cordia had been pushed to the limit
and the existing union organisation was
not an effective machine they could
use in challenging these attacks. The
uncomfortable truth was that some
of these employer attacks were in fact
delivered through collective bargaining

agreements by a series of local, single
union deals.
In 2012, UNISON membership was just
592 in Cordia. However, UNISON Glasgow
City branch had maintained a principled
stand both on resisting the imposition of
some of these attacks on pay alongside
legal battles to maintain the link to GCC
as the employer to allow for equal pay
cases to continue. The background to this
was that UNISON was the largest union
in the city overall and had led 14 strikes
since 2007 over a range of pay issues
across the council family, most involving
predominately female groups of workers.
UNISON Scotland directed organising
resources to Cordia and the branch
established a team of activists and
organising staff committed to supporting
the Cordia workers. Membership
increased, slowly – 636 by 2013 and the
784 by 2014. But out of a workforce of
just over 7,000, it was not enough to take
on the employer. In 2015, home carers
were targeted again, this time through
a shift reform moving to 7-day working
with 10-hour shifts split over a 14-hour
period. This represented the double edge
to GCC’s pay policy - discrimination in
the pay system, and multiple changes to
working arrangements to reduce pay for
women.
UNISON litigated the pay system and
refused to agree the shift reform for
women. Unable to fight it collectively,
we built an organising strategy which
campaigned against GCC’s measure,
while supporting individuals through
the grievance process. Crucially, the
branch hosted a series of open meetings
for homecare members where they
could hold the union accountable, plan
the next campaign steps and provide
support to each other. These memberled meetings became the model which
served the branch in the equal pay
campaign, producing a whole team of
new stewards in homecare. The branch
went from no home carers as stewards
to up to 8 in 2017. The membership grew
substantially during this period from
1314 in 2015 to 1461 in 2016. This was
‘bottom up’ organising, building a union
infrastructure in a membership with no
real workplace except clients’ homes and
branch campaigns which came from the
members, looked like and felt like the
membership.
In 2016, 200 UNISON members, who were
primary and nursery school janitors in
Cordia successful industrial action over a
grading issue. The action continued for 20
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months and in August 2017 the janitors
won an immediate 6% pay rise worth
£1,184pa. It was the first time Cordia had
been challenged by industrial action.
A crucial gain was the political traction
the dispute brought and which allowed
the branch to raise a number of demands
in the 2017 local government elections:
the janitor’s dispute should be resolved;
Cordia should be brought in house;
and all outstanding equal pay cases
should be settled. The SNP and the
Green party committed to all of these
in their 2017 elections manifesto. So,
the #Justice4Jannies campaign used
imaginative campaigning techniques,
developed a relationship with parents
and, crucially, proved that strikes can win.
It had a profound effect on the wider
Cordia workforce.
The branch then moved to step-up its
organising in the school cleaning and
catering sections of Cordia with a focus on
the loss of temporary staff, overwork and
health and safety. Again, new stewards
came to the fore to lead these campaigns.
In May and August 2017, two rulings were
published challenging both protection
payments and crucially the legitimacy of
the entire pay and grading scheme at GCC.
In preparation for this, UNISON Glasgow
City branch hosted community based
members meetings aimed at Cordia new
members on the issue of equal pay.
Many union members had gone to the
private solicitors, Action for Equality
(led by Stefan Cross), for their equal pay
claims and those claimants had organised
online in a Facebook group and were
already campaigning individually, lobbying
councillors etc. UNISON acknowledges
the key role played by Action for Equality
in the story of how equal pay was won
in Glasgow. It’s fair to say an anti-union
narrative amongst the claimants was
evident, many felt let down by previous
compensation payments and felt the
unions could have done more.
Rather than debate the issue, the UNISON
branch was determined to demonstrate
to those women that it was member-led,
reaching out to the claimants’ group,
assisted by the already good relationships
which UNISON and Action for Equality
legal teams had developed by combining
forces in the courts.
On 21 October 2017, the campaign
focus switched from union lawyers to
the local branch. Crucially, some of the
claimant leaders attended along with
UNISON activists in homecare, janitorial

services, and two new occupational
groups (education and administration).
The same organising methods developed
in Cordia were used. So rather than have
a hierarchical dialogue from leaders to
members, we used horizontal organising
conversations which were member led.
We tried some new techniques inspired
by the work of Jane McAlevey (see
Scottish Left Review, May-June 2018).
Using a Power Structure Analysis (PSA) to
identify the key player and allies/obstacles
to delivering a full and fair settlement
allowed us to collectively agree the very
first steps in our campaign plan.
The members were insistent they wanted
a united campaign bringing together all
the claimants irrespective of who the legal
representatives were - whether UNISON,
Stefan Cross or GMB – and demanded we
work together with all campaign activities
led by members. The campaign meetings
were open to every member, held every
5 then 6 weeks and ranged in attendance
from 60 to 140. The PSA continued to
be used at each meeting till around June
2018.
The branch decided that the campaign
would be led by women including
all rallies, demonstrations, media
comments etc. To develop leaders from
the campaign, these women would be

become representatives on the branch’s
newly created Pay Justice Forum set-up to
oversee the introduction of GCC’s new Job
Evaluation and Pay and Grading schemes.
Those new leaders would then participate
in the branch structure and ensure that
female dominated occupational groups
would ast have power in the branch and
negotiating table.
This organising strategy brought
challenges and the meetings were
sometimes difficult with branch leaders
facing the heat of the members’
passion on more than one occasion.
But throughout the process , members
held the power. So when striking
was necessary, members delivered a
successful consultative ballot in May 2018
and statutory ballot in September 2018.
UNISON membership increased from 1526
(2017) to 2313 (2018) and remains at this
level in 2019, with 2341 members.
The strike on 23/24 October 2018 was
a profound experience for members.
An opportunity to strike for equality - a
strike where the result could deliver
a crushing blow to a pay and grading
system which had systematically
discriminated against women workers
and with mass participation. The nature
of the workplaces our members work in schools, nurseries, libraries, care homes,

museums, and homecare in communities meant that our picket lines were amongst
the noisiest and most visible ever seen.
The atmosphere at the demonstration
and rally was incredible with a minute’s
silence for those claimants who have
passed away and the speeches by women
who care, educate, cook, and clean were
some of the most memorable and moving
speeches we have ever witnessed in the
city.
The hard fought legal battle, the campaign
and the strike won compensation of over
£548m for the hardest working people
of our city. It will be one of the single,
largest redistributions of wealth our city
has ever seen. The challenge is whether
the wider union movement in Scotland
can learn lessons from this dispute. The
lessons are that i) building women leaders
means making space at the key tables
for them, both in the union and with the
employer; ii) power is built by memberled participative structures that put the
industrial demands of pay equality; and
iii) equal pay must be mainstreamed into
the ordinary workplace demands that
unions make.
Jennifer McCarey is Branch Development
Officer for UNISON Scotland and Brian
Smith is the Branch Secretary of City of
Glasgow UNISON.
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Lessons learned from 2018 – the UCU
perspective

Mary Senior outlines the UCU successfully mobilised around pensions

W

e were told that the Trade
Union Act 2016 would mean
the end of any national Britishwide industrial action. Our crucial lesson
from 2018 is that when unions work
systematically to get a vote out, when
we are organised and put in the ground
work, and when the employers are out
of touch with their workers, we can win
through and beat the Trade Union Act.
That’s what UCU did in January 2018,
as the first union to win a British-wide
ballot to mandate national action since
the Act came into force. We learned
the issue at hand needs to be strongly,
deeply and widely felt. When the
unilateral change the employers were
imposing ended guaranteed pensions,
decimated the pension scheme, and
left the average lecturer ten thousand
pounds a year worse of in retirement,
we can see why UCU members felt so
strongly they voted to strike.
This pension grievance was not just felt
by ordinary lecturers - senior managers
like university Deans and heads of
schools – did not want to see their
pensions slashed any more than our
members on hourly paid contracts. We
even had the spectacle of the principal
of Glasgow University, Professor Sir
Anton Muscatelli, addressing picket lines
through UCU’s megaphone.
This was a unifying battle, and UCU
learnt that we had to use the right
terms too: this was a dispute affecting
librarians, IT staff, administrators,
student advisers, and lab managers not just lecturers. That this issue was
felt by so many across the university
sector was vital to getting the vote out,
in sustaining the industrial action, and
when influencing the employers to
change course.
It’s fair to say that the planned 14 days
of industrial action was ambitious
when it was agreed by UCU’s Higher
Education Committee in January 2018.
However, in the following two months
we demonstrated that picket lines on an
issue that matters can build solidarity
and gain momentum – and beat the
‘Beast from the East’ too from Oban
to St Andrews; and from Dumfries to
Stromness. And when so much was at
stake – our pensions being gambled
away for good – members were
prepared to be out for the long haul.

The next lesson is that unions must have
the support of the people that matter.
For UCU, that is the students. The
National Union of Students and local
students associations were fully behind
our picket lines, knowing that our
working conditions are their learning
conditions. Employers were unable to
turn students against us. It also helped
to have the support from across the
union movement, support that was as
heartening as it was practical. Solidarity
messages and hot drinks and donations
to our hardship funds: actions which
are not new but which made a massive
difference to our campaign.
Social media played its part too,
and the sharing of picket line snaps
united Aberdeen with Aberystwyth.
Some pointed tweets quickly told the
employers what members thought
of an early offer. Online platforms
also reminded us of the need for
care, respect and understanding of
others, particularly our comrades and
colleagues. There is always a danger
that the immediacy and anonymous
nature of social media means things
can escalate unintentionally. All unions
will know the advantages of using social
media to mobilise and highlight issues,
but it is worth being aware of the pitfalls
too.
As our dispute progressed, we also
needed negotiators and experts to
challenge the employers on the detail
of the pension scheme and the disputed
valuation: we needed effective leaders
to argue the union’s case. Cool heads
and engaged minds complemented the
direct action of the strike days. Pensions
are complex at the best of times, but
last year we were faced with a disputed
pension scheme valuation, the scheme
board and trustees, stubborn employers,
as well as the Pensions Regulator who
needed to be satisfied with the scheme
operations. Negotiating a path through
this minefield to save guaranteed
pensions, and avoid pension benefits
being left to the whim of the market,
was no small feat.
It was important to get politicians on
board, and substantial work was done
both in Holyrood and Westminster to
get support for our cause. Influencing
employers and getting them on side
was crucial too in order to persuade the
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Pensions Regulator that an alternative
to the dubious valuation was really
possible. Our negotiators achieved
all of this, with some help from ACAS
conciliators, as well as with the help of a
resounding mandate from our members
who voted overwhelmingly for a Joint
Expert Panel (JEP) to look again at the
2017 valuation. This resulted in the
employers formally withdrawing their
proposal to change the scheme, and a
chance for a fresh approach. For many
of our members this was a leap of faith,
but it arguably paid off when the JEP
reported in September and vindicated
UCU’s position on the discredited 2017
valuation. UCU is now campaigning for
full implementation of the JEP report,
and it is heartening to see that the
employers’ own consultation confirmed
that the majority of them support it too.
So while we’re not yet at the end of this
saga, we are in a much better place in
February 2019 than we were last year.
As a union we’ve grown in membership,
we’ve demonstrated the active mass
participation of our members can
make a real difference. In the dispute,
we demonstrated the importance of
inclusion, unity and determination.
Mary Senior is the Scotland Official for
the University and College Union.
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ASLEF CALLS FOR AN INTEGRATED, PUBLICLY
OWNED, ACCOUNTABLE RAILWAY FOR SCOTLAND

(which used to be the SNP’s position
– before they became the government!)

Mick Whelan
General Secretary

Tosh McDonald
President

Kevin Lindsay
Scottish Officer

ASLEF the train drivers union- www.aslef.org.uk

CWU wishes all delegates and visitors to STUC 2019 in
Dundee a successful and enjoyable Congress.
CWU fighting to ‘Save our Post Offices’ whilst also
calling for re-nationalisation of Royal Mail
Campaigning against sub-contracting and for
secured terms and conditions under ‘#ENDGAME’
Fighting for a ‘New Deal for Workers’ and a socialist
Labour government to deliver it with us
Craig Anderson
Acting Regional Secretary Scotland
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Pauline Rourke
Regional Chair Scotland

Whole and holistic organising in the
classroom
David Belsey outlines how the EIS is approaching the issue

T

he EIS has had an active couple of
years with several successful highprofile campaigns seeking to use
the ‘organising’ model of campaigning.
Organising is about empowering
members, increasing their engagement
so that passive members become active
members and encouraging them to
believe that their actions can make
a difference. Organising is a holistic
approach and, to be effective, needs to
be implemented at all levels within a
union.
The Scottish Government facilitated the
re-introduction of national collective
bargaining in the college sector in 2015.
The EIS’s first pay claim sought lecturer
pay harmonisation at the level of the
highest paying college. The campaign
strategy was to generate member
engagement over the long term by
intensive reporting on the negotiations
directly by the negotiators (who were
mostly elected representatives). Pay
harmonisation - equal pay for equal
work within colleges - was quickly
established as the grievance.
The EIS negotiators produced regular
newsletters explaining EIS attempts to
progress matters and the employers’
failure to reciprocate. Social media
activity was driven by members in
the main, with Facebook being the
most popular medium. EIS negotiators
travelled around colleges meeting
members to explain the poor progress
in negotiations and to agitate.
Consultative ballots for industrial
action were conducted to show that
the negotiators’ positions were shared
by ordinary members and that striking
was a credible threat. Strike action was
only implemented as the last resort
and led to a successful settlement. The
campaign was not stood down until the
agreements were implemented.
The path to industrial action was not
frustrated by the Trade Union Act
2016. Contrary to the aims of the Act,
it would seem the new Act’s thresholds
effectively make any strike action more
likely to deliver its objectives since
any strike mandate demonstrates high
worker support.
The EIS ‘Value Education Value Teachers’
(VEVT) campaign for teachers was also
planned to last an extended time-period

and has taken the organising approach
even further. Member involvement was
planned to be central to the campaign;
for members to actively engage in
generating increased leverage at the
pay negotiations at each stage of the
campaign.
The campaign set out a narrative that
showed that the value of teachers’ pay
had dropped by 20% over the last ten
years, was falling behind comparable
graduate professions and international
OECD teacher comparators. The teacher
recruitment/retention problem in many
schools, in part caused by the falling
value of pay, was also highlighted.
The campaign narrative, therefore,
established a grievance on pay.
EIS members were asked to lobby their
local councillors and, later, their MSPs in
support of the campaign. The next stage
was to enable all EIS members to send
the Deputy First Minister a postcard
supporting the campaign. A significant
amount of support was given to local EIS
representatives to engage with school
reps and members to maximise the
turnout of the postcards. This involved
a programme of school visits by local
representatives, national office bearers
and organisers. Over 25,000 postcards
were finally submitted in June 2018 –
illustrating the strength of support for
the campaign.
The next stage was a national rally
in support of the VEVT campaign.
Anonymised data from the postcard
campaign was used to identify the
schools that were the least engaged,
thus, allowing the targeting of local
representatives’ efforts. National
meetings were also arranged across
Scotland to inform and agitate about
the VEVT campaign and to assist local
representatives with maximising
turnout for the national demonstration.
Allied to these efforts was a detailed
communications strategy that used
social media, bulletins and the media
to reinforce the support for the VEVT
campaign. This work culminated in the
national demonstration in Glasgow
on 27 October 2018 in which 30,000
members and supporters were
mobilised to show their support for the
VEVT campaign by marching through
Glasgow.

The EIS was keen not to lose this
mobilised power, and immediately after
the national demonstration, the EIS
carried out a consultative ballot of its
members on the pay offer of the time.
School meetings, general and targeted
use of resources by national and local
representatives and a comprehensive
communications plan delivered, in
November 2018, a turnout of 74%
with 98% rejection. This provided the
additional leverage in negotiations to
force the employers to improve their
pay offer again. When this improved
offer was found wanting, the threat of a
statutory ballot led to another improved
offer from the employers.
A consultative ballot on this improved
offer closed on 21 February with results
showing a turnout of 81% and 57%
voting to reject the offer. This turnout
showed that the VEVT campaign was
able to maintain the momentum from
the 30,000 marchers in Glasgow, and
the subsequent consultative ballot.
This clear mandate for action will
further strengthen the EIS in future
negotiations and sets the EIS on a path
towards industrial action if members’
expectations are not met.
As each campaign unfolded,
membership engagement increased.
Members’ hopes at the start of these
campaigns have been turned into
expectations, as members have come
to believe in their ability to bring about
change. Many members have become
activists, advocating the campaign and
re-engaging with the EIS as their union.
The EIS has again become a vehicle
to harness and focus the power of its
members to deliver their aspirations.
Membership has grown, the number of
EIS representatives has increased and
many local representatives have become
more confident leaders. The experience
and expertise built by this generation of
EIS activists and leaders will lead future
campaigns, giving members greater
confidence to campaign and deliver
change in pursuit of workers’ interests in
the future.
David Belsey is an Assistant Secretary
with the EIS. He oversees its organising
work and has been heavily involved in its
recent campaigns.
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Maintaining > defending > developing –
more than firefighting from the FBU
Denise Christie explains the strategic approach to building from the workplace up

2

018 saw the FBU celebrate 100
years of existence (see Scottish
Left Review, September/October
2018) and we are proud we have sought
to build a campaigning and democratic
union specifically for our service –
the Fire and Rescue Service (F&RS).
We continue that tradition today by
organising across all sections of the
workforce, across all duty systems and in
all roles.
The FBU is a democratic union, where
members retain full sovereignty over
the key decisions and direction of their
organisation. Our goal is to ensure the
continued existence of an independent
firefighters’ union, run by those within
the service now and for the future and
remaining a sectoral-specific union. We
are the best defence firefighters have for
pay and conditions, health and safety,
pensions and fair promotion, and all
matters relating to the profession. We
are the best guarantor to
win improvements in all
aspects of firefighters’ work.
But we recognise that we
have suffered from more
than a decade of savage
austerity cuts to the F&RS.
This has cut the workforce
by 15% in Scotland with
obvious impacts on our
membership. The pay
cap has meant that FBU
subscriptions have not increased
significantly as subscription increases
mirror pay percentage increases.
It has long been the aim of the FBU
to organise all those workers within
our sector. Yet, this immediately raises
the question about how we define the
sector. For many years, this appeared a
straightforward matter and the union’s
rules previously limited this to those
working under National Joint Council
(NJC) conditions of service. However,
problems have increasingly appeared as
the structure of our service has changed.
One problem with such an approach
is that any worker or group of workers
whose employment or conditions of
service are removed from the auspices
of the NJC would no longer be eligible
for membership. This has already been
the situation in a number of cases and
as a result we have amended our rules
in an attempt to take account of such
cases, albeit seeing them as exceptional

circumstances.
We recognise the challenges in
recruiting members and have reacted
by broadening the scope for FBU
membership to reflect the changing
service in which we work. This marks
a shift towards organising more as a
sector-specific union allowing the FBU to
determine the definition of the service
which we seek to organise. The new
rules allow us ‘To organise all those
employed in the provisions of
firefighting, rescue or related services’.
An example to demonstrate why such
a shift was necessary is that through
the F&RS there are posts that were
previously filled by uniformed FBU
members on NJC conditions, but have
been downgraded and removed from
NJC conditions i.e. these were previously
identified as firefighter jobs but are no
longer considered as such.
The workplace branch has been essential

to the building and development of the
FBU. Its role is enshrined in our rule
book. It is the basic building block of
our structure which enables workers
to organise themselves democratically
within the workplace. Ensuring the
health and viability of our workplace
branches is, therefore, essential for
our future. New educational support,
including FBU ‘taster’ sessions have
been developed in order to encourage
the participation of members in the
FBU structure starting with the branch.
Building, strengthening and developing
our branches is crucial to an effective
organising strategy.
The FBU has a strong tradition of
workplace organisation although we
cannot afford any complacency. But
we must also recognise that a high
density does not always guarantee a
high participation union. Our education
programme is progressing from
transactional to transformative - to move
from the individual to the collective
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and encouraging officials to be critical
thinkers and agitators. A move that is
proving to be effective in the recent
campaign wins the union has had.
The wider issues facing our movement
pose a double threat to the FBU. If our
own level of workplace organisation
declines it would inevitably be reflected
in the wider involvement of our
members in our campaigning activities
and would inevitably weaken our
political, campaigning and bargaining
positions. Equally, if workplace unionism
continues to decline across the
movement it is difficult to see how the
FBU can avoid suffering at least some of
the consequences. We need to explain
to members that when we support other
groups of workers - whether blacklisted
construction workers or low paid
cleaners fighting for union recognition –
we are securing our own future too.
One of the most important
areas of organising is
campaigning. The FBU is
constantly campaigning on
behalf of members of the
F&RS. It is vital members
understand what the
FBU is campaigning for.
The key to the organising
approach is encouraging
members to take part in
union campaigns. It means
keeping them well informed and up-todate on all union issues. Our most recent
campaign has been to highlight the cuts
to the Scottish F&RS, including the loss
of nearly 1,000 frontline firefighters’
jobs. The union encourages firefighters
to get involved in the campaigns and we
provide briefing packs for our members
in order to support political lobbying.
But all this must be done in solidarity
with others in the labour and union
movement. The issue of maintaining,
defending and developing workplace
unionism and how such an approach
fits with the fight against austerity
and privatisation should include joint
educational initiatives, campaigns and
conferences if we are to truly learn from
each other’s experiences.
Denise Christie is the Scottish Secretary
of the Fire Brigades Union.

Music across borders & through barriers –
songs & stories from the Musicians’ Union
Caroline Sewell explains the band didn’t just play on but reached out to new members with new messages

T

he past year has seen the
Musicians’ Union (MU) and our
members endure potentially
existential threats to their professional
survival. Whether this has come from
Brexit or cuts to instrumental music
tuition in schools, this has been a period
not without its challenges for musicians
and the wider industry. However, it has
also provided opportunity for the MU in
terms of looking at new ways to engage
with members and non-members and to
plan for foreseen tough times ahead.
Having maintained a steady membership
of around 30,000 members for some
years, it seemed too easy to breathe a
sigh of relief that the MU has not been
haemorrhaging members, or been
absorbed into a larger union, as has been
the case for other small craft unions. It
was evident that in terms of recruitment,
there were clearly pockets of potential
growth for MU membership that we
were simply not accessing – or who
were not accessing the MU, possibly
as there has been little variation in MU
recruitment initiatives over recent years.
This proved to be a lesson in itself, which
for the MU underpinned the point that
access really is everything.
MU members and working musicians
in general tend to be self-employed,
earning low incomes and work in the
most precarious of circumstances. In
reality, very often work is arranged and
undertaken without any kind of contract
in place at all.
In early 2019, our general secretary,
Horace Trubridge introduced the ‘Join for
£1’ membership scheme, which allowed
hard up musicians on low incomes (who
make up their precarious music work
with … well, other precarious work) to
join the MU and hopefully gain an insight
into the value of membership, and how
the MU can help support, protect and
develop more fulfilling and sustainable
careers as professional musicians.
There is often a feeling that the MU
can find itself ‘preaching to the choir’
when we talk about how important
music, arts and culture are for everyone
in society. Learning an instrument
promotes positive learning in other
areas of academia, promotes cognitive

development, team working, social skills
and much more. Classical music provides
a soundtrack to our lives – whether we
acknowledge it or not. This may take the
form of the soundtrack for a favourite
film, or the piece played by a string
quartet as your wedding.
We all harbour these fond memories
which are reinforced by a compelling
piece of music and the MU led a
campaign around this, revealing the
human side of the ‘Musician Behind the
Moment’. We asked our members to
tell us their ‘MU Moments’ and to let us
know why these moments mattered to
them. We also asked for the wider public
to let us know about the music behind
their ‘moments’. The campaign content
was tender; exposing both heart and
vulnerability and striking a very different
chord to previous MU campaigns.
There has been one prevailing topic
which has dominated the vast majority
of discussion and debate in the music
industry in the past year and in recent
years. Brexit has been looming, and
as yet created nothing short of an
impending sense of madness (at best)
or doom (at a realistic worst) as the
potential plethora of issues which
will directly affect working musicians
is contemplated with a very nervous
sense of anticipation. Currently,
musicians from Scotland and Britain
work and travel throughout the EU,
crossing borders (sometimes multiple
times a day) without having to worry
about applying – and paying – for visas
and work permits in advance. Any
musician who has ever had to travel to
the USA for work knows only too well
the administrative and fiscal burdens
which could be imposed. For working
musicians, this is a situation which
will render sourcing, accepting and
scheduling work and implementing
the associated logistics of that work in
Europe nigh on impossible.
That there are no guarantees that
common sense will eventually prevail
has been a difficult yet valuable lesson
for the MU and our members to learn.
Brexit has been the freight-train which
has been steaming down the tracks and
has forced a different line of thinking for
the MU in terms of how we propose to

protect the rights of our members who
work in the EU and crucially, the MU
members who reside in Britain but who
are also EU nationals. The MU has been
campaigning for a reciprocal performance
visa which can be used by British-based
or EU based performers which is light
in administration and cost, is quick and
allows musicians to continue to work
in the EU without having to expend on
additional costs such as visas, carnets
and other documentation which may be
required for working across borders.
It has been difficult, if not impossible,
to draw any potential positive outcomes
from the challenges currently faced by
the MU and our members. One thing
which can be said with some certainty,
though, is that the music industry has
faced tough times before and has always
diversified for its survival and proved to
be robust and versatile in politically and
technologically challenging times. We
can only hope that the same can be said
for the challenges ahead.
Caroline Sewell is the MU Regional
Organiser for Scotland and Northern
Ireland.
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Fight>Win>Fight>Repeat when the shit
hits the fan
Mick Cash explains how a campaign was won and then had to be re-instated on human waste on the tracks

H

ow would you feel if you went to
work knowing human excrement
could be sprayed on you as
you did your job? That’s exactly what
railway track workers in Scotland have
had to put up with. Our members are
subject to this disgusting experience
every day. Human waste from trains is
dumped onto the tracks and onto track
workers. Simply because penny pinching
rail companies won’t fit controlled
emissions tanks to store the waste.
Our members in Scotland had had
enough and rightly demanded action
from their union. The first thing you
need to do with any campaign is to
identify the decision makers and, in the
autumn of 2014, while I wrote to the
Director of Transport Scotland to outline
our concerns, I also copied in real
decision makers - Transport Minister,
Keith Brown, and Health Secretary,
Alex Neil, and also our very active RMT
parliamentary group at Holyrood.
That formal announcement of intent
was swiftly followed by a superb highprofile campaign marshalled by our
Scottish Regional Organiser, Gordon
Martin. Working with our brilliant
activists, Gordon organised a number of
high-profile leafleting events including
at the Head Office of both Network
Rail (which is responsible for the rail
infrastructure and employs the track
workers) and Transport Scotland (which
oversees Scotrail) together with events
at Glasgow Queen Street and Edinburgh
Haymarket stations.
These actions attracted widespread
media attention and we had huge
support from members of the public.
The railways’ dirty secret was now firmly
in the public eye and therefore firmly in
the politicians in-tray.
The pressure of the campaign brought
a quick response with the Director
of Rail at Transport Scotland inviting
Gordon Martin for talks. Gordon also
ensured our rank-and-file reps were also
invited to the meeting. As with all RMT
campaigns, this was a campaign by the
members for our members.
The subsequent response from
Transport for Scotland was nowhere
near good enough. So as well as
continuing to leaflet the public, the
union escalated the political side of the

campaign in December 2014 by writing
to every MSP in the Scottish Parliament.
The growing political support was
demonstrated when, incredibly, Tory
MSP, Murdo Fraser, moved a motion in
the Scottish Parliament praising RMT for
our efforts.
This continued public and political
pressure led to further meetings
between Gordon and both Scotrail and
Network Rail. Eventually, the union
was written to by the then Transport
Minister, Derek MacKay, in June 2015
informing us that all trains which did not
have controlled emission tanks fitted
would have these installed by December
2017. This brought their original target
forward by at least a couple of years.
Just over six months of intense
campaigning had achieved the result we
wanted to. This was purely down to the
political and campaigning efforts by RMT
led by Gordon Martin with this work
being supported on an industrial level
by our reps raising the issue at meeting
after meeting with the bosses.

Following a number of progress
meetings, the target date to have
the controlled emissions tanks fitted
was met and a press event took place
involving our rank-and-file reps from
both Scotrail and Network Rail who
had their photo taken with the Scotrail
Engineering Director proclaiming the
good news.
A phone call right out of the blue from
Scotrail’s Engineering Director to Gordon
Martin last summer indicated there was
a problem. A meeting was arranged
whereby the union learned that Scotrails
‘new’ High Speed Trains were due to
come onto the Scottish Rail network
from December 2018. Due to the
fitment of Controlled Emission supplier
in Doncaster running behind schedule
these forty-year-old trains would be
reintroducing human waste onto the
track. The agreement with the Scottish
Government that this would cease from
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December 2017 had been broken.
Gordon’s campaign immediately
swung into action again supported
by letters from myself to politicians
and the company managing director
outlining our extreme displeasure at
this betrayal of track workers. Together
with our renewed public campaigning,
various MSPs from the RMT Holyrood
group asked questions of the Transport
Secretary and the campaign has
leafleted Aberdeen, Glasgow Queen
Street and Inverness train stations with
other leafleting sessions at Edinburgh,
Perth and Stirling currently being
planned together with a demonstration
at the SNP spring conference in April on
this as well as other matters.
Lessons to be learned are undoubtedly
the fact that we should keep pressure
on employers and governments at all
times and not to rest on our laurels.
Campaigning has to be relentless not
just a few one-off events. The positive
lesson to be taken from this is we
showed that by campaigning and
involving our members every step of
the way with a clear link between the
industrial and political can secure victory
for workers.
The challenge is that if you have a
victory and then a setback you then
have to keep going. That is hardly new,
of course. Our campaign is one of
countless struggles experienced in the
history of the working class where we
fight, we win, but then we have to fight
again to protect what we have and take
back what’s been taken from us. We
are in constant struggle and need to
continually work to make sure there is
no backsliding or betrayals by the bosses
or their political mouthpieces.
Mick Cash is the General Secretary of the
Rail, Maritime and Transport (RMT) union.
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Building power and winning big
Peter Hunter outlines how UNISON has been pushing ahead on the organising front

U

NISON has a growing confidence
in the power of itself as a union.
Membership in Scotland is
growing and our numbers across Britain
have increased to a 20 year high. But
our confidence isn’t based on numbers
alone. Confidence in our industrial
strength comes from our success in
recent campaigns and that success
has its roots in organising - the active
participation of members. Recruitment
only builds the union if our members are
active in campaigns.
On local government pay, we engaged
member participation as never before
with our highest pay ballot turnout ever
- a good result, a massive membership
increase, and a powerbase for what
lies ahead. The NHS pay outcome was
equally positive but we recognise that
restoring pre-austerity pay requires
further action.
Council cuts are a perennial battle
but where we fought we won. In East
Dunbartonshire, one of the dividends
of a strike to protect terms and
conditions was a 30% membership hike
– active members with a new muscle
and memory based on the shared
experience that organised power can
win. The East Dunbartonshire strike has
inspired similar responses at councils
across the country. Angus, Dundee and
Midlothian are key areas of renewed
strength.
The Glasgow equal pay story has yet to
be fully absorbed and Jennifer McCarey
and Brian Smith’s article (this issue)
starts that inspiring conversation. The
key strategic lesson from Glasgow is
that atomised individuals in a mass
litigation campaign don’t have direct
power, even when they have strong legal
claims of high financial value. When
they lodged a legal campaign, workers
packaged their power and outsourced
it to a lawyer. This fragments their
collective power and creates a classic
‘third party’ problem in organising
speak. When workplace power overtook
legal procedure as the leading edge
of the campaign, the Glasgow dispute
was transformed. Glasgow wasn’t won
by lawyers. Glasgow was won by union
women, in solidarity with men, taking
strike action against their employer.
UNISON Glasgow City branch now has
an inspiring new cadre of powerful
women. This challenges the assumption

that ‘a win like that could only happen
in a place with traditions like Glasgow’.
Glasgow was built by new people,
making new traditions and finding new
power within in a progressive branch
willing to support that change. What
happened in Glasgow can happen
anywhere.
So, in the year ahead we will make a
further planned shift of energy and
resources to organising. We will create
a new strategic organising function
tasked with building workplace power.
Lay leadership of organising is key and
UNISON now has an established an
‘Organising Leaders’ course within the
activist education programme alongside
an annual organising convention at
which lay leaders examine the strategies
and methods behind successful
organising work in Britain and overseas.
The 20 year high in UNISON
membership reflects the success of
a 12 year programme titled ‘Meeting
the Organising Challenge’. We are also
approaching the tenth year of the
Fighting Fund – a massive investment
dedicated to organising. We are now
blessed with a generation of dedicated
and talented activists and staff with
a strong commitment to organising.
That power comes from a sustained
commitment to organising where we
are strategically moving resources
towards organising power as the graphic
illustrates.
It is trite to point out that, without
organising power and tangible wins, we
are exposed to a cycle of decline. As a
union committed to winning, we have
systems,
and strategies that
POWERmeasures
& IMPACT
steer us firmly away from the danger
Power & Impact

zone of the bottom left hand corner in
the graphic. Perhaps less obvious is the
risk that brief mobilisations of vocal or
visible protest lack lasting impact. Being
strategic doesn’t mean we avoid brief
campaigns, but as an organisation we
know when we are protesting and when
we are building for long term structural
goals.
UNISON’s focus is the good zones of 1,
2 and 3 – a planned process for building
power through renewal, consolidation
and growth. With no major mergers
since our formation in 1993, our return
to growth has been organic by building
and consolidating strength in our
heartland areas. But what about growth
and expansion in zone 3? Again our
approach is strategic and focused. Social
care is our priority for organising growth
and the influence of our members is
more evident than ever. It can be seen
in recognition agreements, Living Wage
accreditation and Fair Work agreements
across a sector with no tradition of
effective employment relations. Where
possible we are modernising social care
through joint work with employers. As
ever, that preferred route to Fair Work
has its challenges including recognition
disputes. But we have good reason
to remain confident that UNISON
will achieve growth, recognition and
bargaining gains in social care. Why that
unshakeable belief? Because we came
into 2019 as a strong organising union
with a recent record of empowering our
members to pursue their aspirations,
and to win. The year ahead will bring us
more success.
Peter Hunter is Head of Organising at
UNISON Scotland.
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GROWTH
Major
expansion of
industrial &
political
impact

SHALLOW
MOBILISING
Sustained
winning needs
organised power
Zone 2:
CONSOLIDATION
Growing sectoral
power precedes
expansion &
growth
Zone 1: RENEWAL
Local organising
campaigns within
current membership

RESOURCES
ALIGNED TO
ORGANISING

DECLINE

DORMANT

Reducing power
& impact

High density membership, well serviced,
but not mobilised for big wins and change
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Combining the industrial and political
Matt Kerr recounts the moves the CWU has made to gear up to the challenges the union faces

T

he last year has been a busy
one for the CWU, but more
importantly, a successful one as we
further hone our campaigning, industrial
and political strategies. The previous
year had seen the CWU successfully
deliver a strike ballot in favour of
industrial action in spite of the latest
round of draconian anti-union laws.
An excellent communications strategy
within the union led to our officers
re-entering negotiations with a clear an
unequivocal mandate to demand the
employer deliver on our asks as part of
our ‘Four Pillars’ strategy in Royal Mail
(see Scottish Left Review March/April
2018).
Many doubted the ability for us
to deliver on such an ambitious
programme, particularly on our workers’
pensions. Nonetheless, implementation
is now underway, and our pension talks
have led to a joint-position with the
employer to deliver on a truly innovative
pension reform, namely, to move to a
collectively defined contribution model.
In the midst of recent political events,
you could be forgiven for not noticing
the progress being made in Parliament
to enable the reforms we require to
deliver a secure wage in retirement
for our members. Nonetheless, it has
received cross-party support, and has
been praised in select committee as way
forward for many troubled schemes.
That, of course, doesn’t mean that the
deal is delivered yet though, and while
we are working constructively with
the employer to secure the legislative
reform required to deliver a new
pension scheme, we have ensured
additional security for the schemes
presently in place and reserve the right
on our members’ behalf to assess the
years’ progress in the coming months.
Meanwhile, at BT, we are engaging in yet
another round of resisting outsourcing
of staff. Much progress has been
made in recent years to secure terms

and conditions for engineers in the
biggest TUPE in history to Openreach,
forced upon us by the regulator, and
similar successes have been achieved
in insourcing jobs back to BT. Likewise,
a notable victory was secured by our
‘Close the Gap’ campaign which secured
the end of Pay Between Assignment
(PBA) contracts in BT call centres by 31
March this year. Sadly, the employer
now seeks to take with the other hand,
and from a cohort of employees who’ve
had enough of being treated like pawns
in a game of executive chess. The
‘Endgame’ campaign seeks an end to
what seems like the perpetual battle,
waged almost every time there is a
change in senior management - over
outsourcing. Some of our members have
been TUPE’d as many as 13 times in a 15
year period as contracts come and go,
and as BT periodically outsources then
in-sources again. It appears that BT is
determined to make the same mistakes
again, but with some 1700 lives being
repeatedly thrown into turmoil by this
instability, we will continue to campaign
to stop the employer playing games with
people’s lives.
Just as in many other industries, the
same battles often need to be refought,
whether it be the long-standing and
long-documented culture of bullying
with the Royal Mail, or the not-somerry-go-round of TUPE in BT. We need
to ensure that both our union is up to
that task, and that we have a political
strategy that assists in changing the
hostile legal and regulatory environment
we all operate in. The CWU’s redesign
process is aimed at delivering just that:
it is a root and branch review of our
structures but also a serious look at how
we move forward as a single union with
a shared agenda. A core part of this
must be to ensure that all our officers
and reps have the best training and
support available - but it must also be
to widen our involvement in community

and political life.
The CWU can honestly claim to have
a member in every part of our land, in
every community, on every street. We
aim to build on that, and to continue
the work of extending our influence
in civic life. This agenda operates in
tandem with our ‘New Deal for Workers’
campaign endorsed at last year’s
TUC, seeking the return of sectoral
bargaining, a new Bridlington to end
wasteful competition between unions,
and working with our members and
other trades unionists to ensure the
influence unions brought to bear on the
2017 Labour manifesto is built upon for
the next one.
This must mean the repeal of antiunion legislation, of course, but our
members don’t only need support in
the workplace. Yes, many workers need
representation to end casualisation of
work; yes, they need enhanced health
and safety legislation properly enforced,
and yes, they must have the fruits of
their labours. Yet they also need secure,
affordable homes, a health and social
care system that works, and a social
security system worthy of the name.
At the CWU, we know that industrial
struggles are political ones too, and
that political clout cannot simply be
left to our senior national officials. Our
members in every community in the
land will be supported and encouraged
to get involved in taking the industrial
once again firmly into the political
arena. In this way, we will continue to
build on our successes, renewed in our
determination to bring about a political
change in our land which finally puts
government on the side of working
people and the unions that support
them.
Matt Kerr is the Political Secretary for
the CWU communications union in
Scotland.

STUC congress fringe meeting, lunchtime,
Monday 15 April 2019, Caird Hall, Dundee
UNISON Scotland and the Jimmy Reid
Foundation present:

New sources of funding for local government

Launch of commissioned report from the Jimmy Reid Foundation by UNISON Scotland on alternative sources of
funding for local government services
Speakers: Professor Mike Danson (report author), David Ross, co-leader, Fife Council,
Maggie Chapman, co-convenor, Scottish Greens and Lilian Macer, Convenor, UNISON Scotland
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Spycops – the ‘big brother’ state in Scotland
Exposing the extent of undercover policing in Scotland, ‘Andrea’ renews the call for a public inquiry

T

he undercover policing scandal
has been unfolding since 2010.
As victims of political policing
in Scotland, we seek the truth as to
why we were spied upon and why our
lives were so cruelly disrupted. We
have asked for an independent public
inquiry, in line with England and Wales,
but the Scottish Government has
repeatedly refused. Michael Matheson,
then Justice Minister, commissioned
the police to write their own report in
2016. This was co-authored by none
other than Stephen Whitelock, lead
inspector at Her Majesty’s Inspectorate
of Constabulary in Scotland (HMICS).
Unsurprisingly, the report concluded
that there was ‘no evidence’ of police
infiltrating campaign groups in Scotland.
Yet just this last month, we discovered
that Scottish undercover officers, under
Whitelock’s governance, incinerated
‘secret and highly sensitive files’ in a car
park (Sunday Post 10 February 2019).
This is disgraceful and corrupt, but as
victims of undercover policing
abuses we are not surprised.
In 2016, when it was
announced that HMICS
would conduct the review
into undercover policing in
Scotland, we warned that
the report would be tainted
by lack of impartiality. This is
precisely what has happened.
The HMICS review must
now be considered seriously
compromised. Inviting
the police to investigate their own
malpractice is farcical. The report only
references operations from the year
2000, but we know that these secret
undercover units have been operational
since 1968. Finally, due to Whitelock’s
central involvement in this damning
case, and with his judgment, decisionmaking and treatment of the police
whistleblower being seriously called
into question, it is absolutely clear that
his report is tainted by connection and
corruption.
Many of us who were targeted by
secret police in Scotland have been
campaigning tirelessly for years to get
answers, often carrying the weight
of severe mental distress and trauma
as a result of these state-sanctioned
abuses. Amongst our number there are

blacklisted construction workers, miners
from the 1984/85 strike, union activists,
environmental campaigners such as
Tilly Gifford, and women like me, who
were deceived into long-term sexual
relationships. We have been fighting
long and hard for truth, justice and
access to our files.
MSPs are again calling for a full
independent inquiry in order to have
justice and clarity on the police abuses
that have affected many people’s lives
in Scotland. And still the police and the
SNP government say ‘there is nothing to
see here’. No need for scrutiny. And yet
we see Police Scotland burning secret,
perhaps crucial, files in a car park!
Were the destroyed papers from
my file? I frequently visited family in
Scotland with undercover officer, ‘Carlo
Neri’, whom I believed to be a locksmith
and union activist. I was engaged to him
at the time, and we visited friends and
family on a number of occasions. He

was active in Scotland from 2002-2004.
I want to know who was responsible
for his activities in Scotland and which
of his handlers secretly travelled with
us when we crossed the border. Or did
the incinerated files contain information
on a construction worker who raised
health and safety concerns on site, and
who was subsequently and inexplicably
condemned to a life of unemployment,
put on the ‘blacklist’?
To be clear, this is not about the
individual officer’s ‘integrity’. They were
trained and paid to lie. We have seen
from Kate Wilson’s ongoing Investigatory
Powers Tribunal (IPT) case (Guardian 3
October 2018) how these deployments
were managed by multiple handlers,
overseen and documented by seniors.
Sexual relationships were known about
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and signed off by these managers.
Deceiving women into long-term sexual
relationships was part of the job they
were employed to do. We frequently
hear of an ‘absence of management’
leading to these police abuses. It is
precisely this management we should
be talking about, and we should not be
fooled by the ‘few bad apples’ narrative.
It is time for proper scrutiny and
accountability.
A new report on Undercover Policing
in Scotland by an expert witness,
commissioned for Tilly Gifford’s legal
case (BBC Scotland News 21 November
2018), is soon to be made public and
will reveal more about the brevity
of undercover policing practices
in Scotland. It details undercover
involvement at organisational level,
from Scottish staff seconded to strategic
positions, to the practical operational
level. It also shows that the majority of
the notorious Special Demonstration
Squad (SDS) undercover unit – in which
my ex ‘partner’ was a state
spy - were active in Scotland
prior to the G8 summit in
2005. The report lays out
cases of suspected undercover
activities, and there are
new insights into Scottish
police involvement in the
blacklisting of union activists.
None of these concerns, or
the practice of deceiving
women activists into longterm intimate relationships,
were addressed by HMICS in its review.
The extent of the corruption and the
links between the SDS and Scotland are
incontrovertible.
With the reach of undercover political
policing becoming ever clearer and
Whitelock’s questionable integrity now
in the public domain, I sincerely hope
that the government finally sees the
need for an independent public inquiry
in Scotland.
Andrea is a pseudonym. Her full story
of being tricked in to a long-term
relationship by an undercover officer can
be read at https://policespiesoutoflives.
org.uk/our-stories/andreas-story-new/
and the campaign group’s, Police
Spies out of Lives, website is https://
policespiesoutoflives.org.uk/

Black sailors and the battle of George Square
Tony Adams recalls a forgotten chapter of the events around ‘Red Clydeside’ in 1919
The year, 1919, in Britain represents
a high point in working class struggle
and one un-matched since in its breath
and scale. Over 34m working days were
not worked due to strikes compared
to an average of 4.5m for each of the
preceding four years. Two thousand
soldiers, ordered to embark for France,
instead mutinied and formed a Soldiers’
Union. Even the police force struck
and demanded the right to unionise.
Britain, it is said, was on the brink of
a revolution. On 31 January that year
a violent confrontation took place in
Glasgow between the police and radical
striking workers centred in and around
the area around George Square. The
workers were striking to demand a
reduction of the working week from 54
hours to a 40 hour working week.
At a massive union rally in George
Square on the day of the protest, the
red flag was raised above 60,000 striking
shipbuilding and engineering workers.
Newspapers of the next day dubbed
the demonstration which saw pitched
battles between the police and strikers
as ‘Black Friday’ or ‘Bloody Friday’. What
began as a protest soon became a riot,
with fighting across the city continuing
throughout the night and 53 people
were recorded injured. This dramatic
incident and the leaders of the strike
have been mythologised under the
banner of ‘Red Clydeside’.
Meanwhile, a lesser known harbour
race riot on Thursday 23, January 1919
in which black British colonial sailors
were branded as unfair economic
competitors by the national seamen’s
unions and their local delegates, has
been overlooked both in the personal
and historical accounts of the general
strike until more recently. The riot began
in the yard of the mercantile marine
office in James Watt Street where
sailors gathered for their chance to be
signed on to a ship. While waiting to
see if they would be hired, competing
groups of black and white sailors jostled
and shouted insults at each other. This
baiting descended into a pitched battle
which spilled out of the yard onto the
street. More than thirty black sailors
fled the sailors’ yard pursued by a large
crowd of white sailors. White locals
joined the crowd which grew to several
hundred strong. The rioters used guns,

knives, batons and makeshift weapons
including stones and bricks picked from
the street. On being chased out of the
hiring yard, the group of black sailors
initially ran towards the nearby Glasgow
sailor’s home on the corner of James
Watt Street and Broomielaw Street. The
white crowd smashed the windows of
the sailor’s home and then invaded it.
The two or three beat police officers in
the harbour area were overwhelmed
and an additional force of 50 police
officers was called in. The large police
force cleared the two set of rioters from
the sailors home.
Though the staging of a general strike
in Glasgow, its collapse following
‘Bloody Friday’ and the presence of
tanks in the city centre the next day
were far more eye-catching than the
riot in the harbour a week earlier,
the two events were explicitly interconnected through the activities of
the members of the leadership of the
40-hours strike movement. Emanuel
Shinwell, leader of the Glasgow branch
of the Seafarer’s was in addition,
president of the Glasgow trades and
labour council and chairman of the
workers strike committee. Although a
moderate, he advocated direct action
in the most inflammatory terms in the
days leading up to both the harbour riot
and the mass protest of the 40-hours
campaign. He and other strike leaders,
such as William Gallacher, sought to
encourage unskilled workers - including
seamen - to take part in the sort of
strike action that had been the province
of the skilled workforce on wartime
Clydeside. The two episodes ought to
be viewed together as the harbour riot
and the George Square demonstration
occurred within a few days of each
other. This proximity was much more
than coincidental especially as the riot
in Glasgow seaport, was soon followed
by similar riots in South Shields, Salford,
London, Hull, Liverpool, Newport,
Cardiff and Barry.
It is important to note that the Glasgow
harbour riot was the first instance of
a spate of rioting focussed upon black
residents in British ports which reached
its height in June of that year. It was also
part of the wider picture of industrial
strife which has been simmering
below the surface on Clydeside and

other heavily industrialised regions
throughout the war years and into 1919.
During these riots, crowds of white
working class people targeted black
workers, their families, black owned
businesses and property. One of
the chief sources of the violent
confrontation in the run- down port
areas was the ‘colour’ bar implemented
by the sailors’ unions campaigning to
keep black, Arab and Asian sailors off
British ships in a time of increasing job
competition. The imposition of a ‘colour
bar’ on black workers at Glasgow and
elsewhere around Britain’s seaports
to protect white British sailors’ jobs
illustrates the disregard for sections
of the working class among many of
those who considered themselves
protectors of the organised workforce.
Historically expressions of racist
hostility have been tied to questions of
employment. Hostility towards groups
of fellow workers among trade unionists
was nothing new. The opposition
of white union members to the
employment (in some cases) of cheaper
overseas merchant sailors, violently
demonstrated at Glasgow harbour, bears
comparison to the wartime industrial
action on Clydeside which aimed at
preventing the ‘dilution’ of skilled with
unskilled job losses and the permanent
undercutting of ‘engineers’ wages.
The sea port riots of 1919 in which
white crowds attacked black workers,
their families and communities, have
long presented a painful conundrum
as they prefigure a century of conflict
and harassment of people of colour
in Britain. The causes of the riots are
located in the interplay between ongoing strikes, riots and other collective
violence elsewhere in Britain and
the Atlantic basin as well as the local
context and meanings (including
housing shortages and unemployment).
In this light, the British riots appear
less an isolated eruption ‘proving’
British racism, as they have often been
portrayed. They were part of a broader
political movement of resistance against
post-war betrayals. This made the role
of service and recently demobilised
men a significant factor in the riots, one
which was commented upon in many
local press accounts of the violence. It
is also clear that the specific grievances
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of the white sailors were not the only
issues in the riots. The sense that the
great sacrifices of the war years had
been futile was being experienced at
a national level as post-war shortages
in housing and increased competition
in the job market were the first
results of mass demobilisation. Wider
frustrations were being focused on the
black community in Britain as a means
of release. That the authorities in part
recognised this is often apparent from
the light sentences meted out to the
white rioters in various centres around
the country. However, there is also an
element of racial antipathy revealed by
the official response to the riots.
The fear of violence in the immediate
post-war period became a worldwide
phenomenon, and not without reason.
The level of global unrest in the late
1918 and 1919 is also worth considering
as it provides a wider context in
which the race riots in Britain may be
discussed. The Bolshevik revolution in
Russia in 1918 provided governments
worldwide with a spectre of the
overthrow of the state in a situation
of crisis. The attempted revolts of the
Spartakist movement in Berlin, the
establishments of soviets in Bavaria,
Hungary and Czechoslovakia and the
socialist revolt in Austria fuelled the
worldwide fear of Bolshevism. It was
not merely in the ‘defeated’ nations
that unrest occurred for the politicising
effect of war service and the strains
placed on every day society by the war
resulted in riots in the United States, the
Caribbean, Africa as well as in Britain.
As one of Scotland’s leading expert calls
for a permanent fixture to remember
the demonstration which took place on
31 January 1919, the black sailors of the
Glasgow harbour riots deserve a place
to be commemorated too because there
is a single working class in Britain by
historic right and present participation.
Tony Adams is a lecturer and EIS equality
rep at City of Glasgow College. He has
published in the Asian Times, Caribbean
Times, Morning Star and Weekly Journal.
Jacqueline Jenkinson’s ‘Black 1919
Riots, Racism and Resistance in Imperial
Britain (Liverpool University Press, 2009)
is the best available study of the issues.

City Building (Glasgow):
inspirational model of low
energy construction and
direct labour

Linda Clarke and Melahat Sahin-Dikmen show how two aspects of the Just Transition
combine
uropean Union (EU) 2020 plans to
employment in Britain in 2017 stood
reduce CO2 emissions and increase
at 2.29m, though 49% (1.12m) of
the use of renewable energy target
construction workers came under the
the construction sector, responsible for
Construction Industry Scheme (CIS),
40% of end use emissions in Europe.
opposed by unions as the majority on it
The European Energy Performance of
are regarded as ‘bogus’ self-employed.
Buildings Directive (EPBD) requires that
Construction employment is concentrated
by December 2020 all new buildings
in London and the South East (29%)
are nearly zero energy building
with Scotland contributing only 10%.
(NZEB), through airtight envelopes and
The number of construction firms is
renewables. On the basis of the Directive,
the highest on record, at 314,590, the
Britain has developed its current approach majority being small or micro-firms and
toward energy efficiency requirements in
concentrated in London and the South
building regulations and Clean Growth.
East, with only 6% in Scotland. At the
The Committee on Climate Change has
same time, new construction insolvencies
also just published its report UK housing:
have increased - equating to 2,719
Fit for the future? In Scotland, improving
construction firms in 2017.
the energy efficiency of buildings is a key
Such fragmentation implies the erosion
part of the Scottish government’s Climate
of any work-based training infrastructure
Change Plan (2018-2032) and the Energy
as the self-employed are in no position
Efficient Scotland Programme sets out a
to train and small firms may not have
route map towards zero emissions from
the capacity or cover the range of
buildings, an 80% overall reduction by
activities needed. The number of first2050, and the eradication of fuel poverty.
year construction trainees in Britain is
NZEB has major implications for the
consequently extremely low, at 15,800 in
construction industry. The European
2016/17, a third of the figure ten years
Commission’s extensive Build-Up Skills
previously, with the highest proportion in
programme (2010-2017) highlighted the
Scotland (19%) and the lowest in London
need for workers to have higher technical
and the South East. Altogether, there were
know-how and a deeper theoretical
2,247 level 2 apprentices and 774 Level 3,
understanding of energy efficiency and
approximately one for every 700 workers!
of the whole building process rather
In terms of quality, construction VET falls
than specialisation in specific aspects of
short of NZEB requirements, focussed
construction. On site, the work process
on imparting technical skills rather than
needs to be well co-ordinated, calling for
providing the broad knowledge base, skills
planning and communication skills and
and competences needed. Much VET for
greater cross-occupational collaboration.
LEC is fragmented, short and task specific,
These changes imply a transformation of
though there are some high level courses
vocational education and training (VET).
targeting supervisors, managers and
The employment implications are similarly construction professionals. Our Europeanmomentous; transitioning to low energy
wide research has shown that, where
construction (LEC), particularly through
VET systems are better resourced, coretro-fitting the existing stock, will create
ordinated, comprehensive and regulated,
employment and lead to changes in
construction trainees receive the broad
existing occupational profiles and the
education best suited to developing the
emergence of new specialisations.
workforce needed for NZEB. Furthermore,
extensive subcontracting and selfConsidering the state of employment and
employment, together with insecure
VET in construction in Britain/Scotland,
employment practices, are at odds with
the NZEB strategy appears detached
the cross-occupational collaboration, and
from reality. The construction industry
co-ordinated work organisation needed
has never been so fragmented or its
for achieving the high standards required.
VET system in such a crisis. Construction

E
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Whilst significant VET for LEC initiatives
exist, the employment practices that
jeopardise anticipated energy efficiency
gains have to be addressed for NZEB to
be successful. One attempt to improve
work and employment conditions is
through the Unite Scotland Construction
Charter, signed by a number of Scottish
local authorities (like Renfrewshire,
Perth, North Ayrshire, North Lanarkshire,
Inverclyde, and Dundee City Council).
This includes clauses on direct labour,
union representation and collaboration,
appropriate skills and qualifications,
developing training opportunities,
compliance with collective agreements,
and fair and transparent recruitment.
Another important example is City
Building (Glasgow), a model of inclusive,
direct employment and high quality
training, representing an alternative
approach to low energy public building
production.
City Building (Glasgow) began in 2006 as
an Arms-Length External Organisation
(ALEO) of Glasgow City Council, springing
from the original building department or
Direct Labour Organisation (DLO) of the
local authority. Glasgow City Council and
the Wheatley Housing Group have jointly
owned it since 2017 and run it as a social
enterprise not driven by profit. All 2,200
staff are direct, permanent employees,
many over a long period, and provided
with continuing training and development
opportunities. It is a successful operation
of construction and maintenance of
public works such as social housing, care
homes and schools, homeless hostels
and recently high profile schemes (e.g.
for the Commonwealth Games), making
a substantial contribution to the Council.
The accredited Scottish Vocational
Qualifications Level 3 Apprenticeship
scheme delivered at its own Queenslie
Training Centre is a comprehensive, fouryear programme, with a diverse intake of
about 60 apprentices a year – a quarter
of female construction apprentices in
Scotland train here – and high completion
rates. The programme covers LEC (e.g.
insulation, installation of renewable
technologies) and is extremely popular,
renowned for the all-round care provided
to apprentices, including substantial onsite practice, support plans for those with
difficult personal circumstances and posttraining employment opportunities, with
80% staying on as employees.
City Building’s growing number of LEC
schemes contribute to the Scottish
Government’s ambitions to reduce
carbon emissions and tackle fuel poverty.
Social housing schemes are built to
varying standards of energy efficiency

(e.g. Ecohomes Level 4 and Passivhaus),
including the high profile Glasgow House,
with some delivering two-thirds reduction
in energy costs. One project is the district
heating network installation in Hillpark
Drive, the first large-scale, off-grid district
heating installation, utilizing air source
heat pump as the primary heat source to
350 properties, part funded by the British
and Scottish governments. Fuel bills
could reduce to as little as 60p a week,
down from up to £100, directly tackling
fuel poverty. Staff and apprentices train
to carry out the maintenance of the
energy centre and heat interface units
in every flat. Collaboration with the
Council’s in-house team of architects, a
comprehensive training programme, and
direct employment of the workforce,
combined with the practice of monitoring
subcontractors through a framework
agreement - which sets employment and
quality standards (e.g. locally sourced
materials, apprenticeships) - provide a
favourable set up for meeting energy
efficiency standards.
The community embeddedness of City
Building is unique. Its manufacturing
division, RSBi, taken over from Glasgow
City Council in 1997 and with substantial
investment to improve its production
facilities, is equipped to produce UPVC
windows and doors, timber kits, kitchen
and bedroom furnishings for City Building
and external customers. It is one of
the largest supported manufacturing
businesses in Europe, employing 270
people, 60% of whom have a disability or
disadvantage, and giving access to training
and development opportunities.
The involvement of unions underpins
this strong social ethos; where nationally
the construction unionisation rate is
19%, with City Building it is nearly 100%.
The Joint Trade Union Council includes
representatives from UNITE, UNISON and

Community and actively engages with
the management. Indeed, City Building
builds on a long tradition, tracing its
origins back to Glasgow Corporation’s
DLO, set up in 1921 because of the rapidly
increasing prices of houses built by private
contractors. By the end of WW2, it was
the largest in Britain, employing 5,522
and responsible for building up to 5,000
houses at any one time, with schemes
varying from between 30 to 2,000 houses.
Its size gave advantages of scale from
the bulk purchase of materials, and,
in addition, the DLO produced joinery,
had a fully equipped pre-casting factory,
operated a quarry for the production
of freestone bottoming, and had a
large mechanical plant section. In 1977,
before it came under concerted attack
from the Thatcher government, the DLO
still employed 5,040 and had an annual
turnover of £25.4 million.
The challenges of housing shortages
and fuel poverty call for a return to the
public management of public building
construction and energy supply, and
to DLOs. The severe consequences of
outsourcing public works illustrated by
the collapse of Carillion and the Grenfell
tragedy, the lack of investment in VET,
and labour market deregulation have
resulted in the variable quality and
standards of public sector buildings. The
transition to green construction cannot
just be a question of meeting technical
standards but needs to be part of a radical
transformation of VET and employment
conditions. City Building provides
an example of how a labour centred
alternative to technically oriented green
construction policies can be realised.
Linda Clarke is a professor of European
Industrial Relations and Melahat SahinDikmen is a Research Fellow, both at the
University of Westminster. This article
draws upon two research projects.
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Demos Kratia – it is all Greek to us for
people power?
Ian Paterson argues there are ways of producing proficient politics

U

s Scots are kidding ourselves, if
we think we’re a good example
of democracy. In years to come,
future generations will look back at
us, as an example of how not to run a
society. So what is our crooked version of
democracy? We take our political beliefs
into the polling booth, cast our vote
and lend our power to a politician to act
for us – representative, parliamentary
democracy. Except, the politician we
vote for may not win their seat – and
then we go unrepresented. Or if they do
win, it’s unlikely they will tackle every
issue, as we’d want them to. Perhaps,
they’ll be whipped into supporting
their party line or corrupted by lobbyist
interest groups.
In referendums, we ask millions of lay
men and women to make complex
decisions, based on often-shoddy
information – remember the ‘£350m
for the NHS’ bus in 2016? As the British
media’s score in the Press Freedom
Index continues to slide
– from 20 in 2010 to 40
in 2018 – so does our
trust in the information
it provides. Add into the
mix shadowy influencers like Cambridge
Analytica, along with Facebook’s failure
to moderate its content or protect your
data, and the only valid conclusion is it is
a broken system.
The word ‘democracy’ comes from
ancient Greece and means: Demos =
‘people’ and Kratia = ‘power’. However, if
you believe as many do, that ‘the people’
have never been more disenfranchised
than they are today, then we must
look for some system-change. With
contentious issues around Brexit, in a
country still divided over the question
of Scottish independence and facing
a climate catastrophe, we must seek
alternatives - the most credible of which
being proposed is Citizens’ Assemblies.
Imagine if instead of conducting
closed-door negotiations with Brussels
- using her own warped perception
of what Britain had voted for in the
Brexit referendum - Theresa May had
empowered a representative group of
100 people, to decide what kind of deal
Britain would pursue.

Using the process of sortition – similar to
jury selection – to include Scots, English,
Welsh and Northern Irish people,
weighted to their size of population, we
could have formed an assembly. It would
have been a true people’s parliament.

will not take preference, above planet or
people. Members are not reliant upon
business donors for elections funds, nor
are they disproportionally the people
who mix in the same social circles as the
wealthy.

Academics and experts from all sides
would present their case, leading to
an evidence-based outcome. To the
contrary of Michael Gove’s slur that
‘people are sick of being told what to do
by experts’, the Citizens’ Assembly would
empower people, not make then feel
dictated too.

Whilst a member may come into the
process with less understanding of
environmental issues as a politician
might, a blank canvas can be a benefit.
It has been shown with only one
responsibility to focus upon their
knowledge soon surpasses the generalist
politician, who has responsibilities on
many differing committees.

Discussion workshops, literature, cultural
study and deliberation would all aid
the Citizens’ Assembly to come to a
consensus of what kind of Brexit deal
was best for Britain. We can surely be
confident that whatever deal it came
up with, it would have been a damn
sight better than the twisted logic that
delivered May’s government the biggest
defeat in British parliamentary history.

If we’d had a Citizens Assembly to
advise on Brexit, we could confidently
say that Scotland’s voice was being
heard through the process. Moreover,
we could say we had a process that
was representative, unlike the Scottish
Parliament itself, which is 65% male, only
1.5% ethnic minority (when Scotland has
4% BAME population) and takes 20% of
its MSPs from private schools (compared
to 4% of the Scottish population overall).
Sadly, the Scottish Parliament has
become a posh, white, male dominated
place just like Westminster.

Will we face another independence
referendum in Scotland? It was billed
as a once in a generation event but
also many feel there has been ‘material
change’ to circumstances. What
we do know is that many questions
remain, that an unbiased Citizens’
Assembly could study and answer:
What economic impact
would independence likely
have? What currency
could Scotland use? Could
Scotland remain in or rejoin the EU?
In Ireland when a difficult question
rears its head, they do not simply
hold a referendum and risk social
cohesion. To tackle major, divisive
constitutional issues – like with gay
marriage or abortion – they used
Citizens’ Assemblies to deliberate first.
The process of deliberation is where the
seeds of national consensus are sowed,
with constitutional ratification coming
later and without ripping each other to
shreds.

As someone who was personally
involved in taking Extinction Rebellion
direct action at parliament on 25 January
this year over climate change, along with
other activists, the point was made that
a Citizens’ Assembly would be able to
deliberate climate change policy, free
from the corruption of Scottish oil and
gas lobbyists.

Constitutional issues still dominate the
national discussion today and sadly
prevent us from focussing on other
issues that would improve people’s
lives. Very little has been resolved in
the past five years. So it is time for a
new approach to politics and this not my position on independence or
Brexit - is what I will invest my energy in
campaigning for. Power to people and
everyone equal.

When commercial interests have no
closed-door access to Citizens’ Assembly
members, then we can be confident they

Ian Paterson is a blogger (see https://
resfebertravelblog.com/) and activist
from Glasgow.
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Fighting for a workplace that
respects our members through
decent pay and conditions,
combats violence in the
workplace and recognises that ‘68
is too late’ to retire.

POA (Scotland) PROTECTING THOSE
PROTECTING SOCIETY
POA(Scotland) send fraternal greetings to all
delegates and visitors to Congress, Dundee 2019.

Since 2014. the Peoples Assembly has been the broadest campaigning group in Scotland. With support of the STUC,
major unions (national to branch level) Trades Councils and many community groups, local Peoples Assemblies
have been established in many areas. We oppose cuts to services and fight austerity regardless of whether it emanates from local councils, Holyrood or Westminster. Locally, we provide materials to advise and support those at
the sharp end and suffering most from poverty. Our range of publications include advice on what to do if
‘sanctioned’ by government agencies, a guide to Universal Credit and guidance to elected members on parallel
budgets. We are not affiliated to any political party, though our steering committee has members from a variety of
groups. Similarly, we have taken no position on recent referenda and have all strands of opinion represented. As
part of our anti-austerity strategy. we support workers fighting closures, privatisation, racism and attacks on union
rights, and campaign for peace and respect for the environment.
For information or details of how to affiliate come to our stall at congress or by using any of the means below.
Facebook: The People’s Assembly Scotland Email: peoplesassyscot@gmail.com
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Twitter: @Peoplesassyscot

Fighting for
Fair Pay
PCS sends solidarity greetings
to Lynn Henderson, STUC
President and all delegates
attending the 122nd STUC
Annual Congress

Scottish CND

(http://www.banthebomb.org/)

working to rid the world
and our country of the
scourge of nuclear
weapons.
To join Scottish CND,
phone 0141 357 1529,
email scnd@banthebomb.org
or visit

Mark Serwotka
General Secretary

Fran Heathcote
Acting President

Lynn Henderson
National Officer

http://www.banthebomb.org/index.php/
get-involved/join-scnd

Public and Commercial Services Union |pcs.org.uk

A socialist approach to
health policy in Scotland
SHA Scotland is a campaigning organisation
which promotes health and well-being and the
eradication of inequalities through the application
of socialist principles to society and government.
We believe that these objectives can best
be achieved through collective rather than
individual action. We campaign for an integrated
healthcare system which reduces inequalities in
health and is accountable to the communities it
serves.
Chair: Dr David Conway
Vice-chair: Katrina Murray
Secretary: Dave Watson
Treasurer: Bob Thomson

Since 2005, we have been published two books
and several magazines arguing the case for a
radical Scottish Parliament. More recently we
have made the case for progressive federalism.
The Chair of the Red Paper Collective
is Neil Findlay MSP.
You can access our material at

Join us:
www.shascotland.org

www.redpaper.net
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Venezuela – no blood for oil

Frieda Park looks at how right-wing forces are trying to turn back progress in Venezuela

I

t is no coincidence that Elliot Abrams
has been appointed as Trump’s
envoy to Venezuela. Abrams was
involved in the Iran-Contra scandal in
the 1980s when officials in the Reagan
administration sold arms to Iran,
in contravention of sanctions. They
secretly used the proceeds to fund the
right-wing Contras in Nicaragua who
were waging an armed struggle against
the elected Sandinista government.
The destabilisation caused eventually
led to the downfall of the Sandinistas.
Job done, Abrams plead guilty to two
counts of lying to Congress about the
affair and was later pardoned. He
was recently challenged by Democrat
Congresswoman Ilhan Omar. She asked:
‘… would you support an armed faction
within Venezuela that engages in war
crimes, crimes against humanity or
genocide if you believed they were
serving US interests, as you did in El
Salvador, Nicaragua and Guatemala?’
Abrams refused to answer.
The agenda is clear. Donald Trump has
not found a soft spot for the human
rights of the people of Venezuela – the
US wants its oil. The National Assembly
which appointed Juan Guaido as
President has also named a new board
of directors for the state oil company
all of whom are currently based in the
United States.
The big imperial powers have always
hated Venezuela, whether the President
was Maduro or Chavez. They hate it
because it widened democracy by
registering people to vote, making
polling places accessible to all, setting
up participative political structures and
by defeating illiteracy. The Bolivarian
Revolution has built houses, schools
and hospitals and improved workers’
rights. It gave indigenous, black and
mestizo Venezuelans their rightful place
as equal citizens. To the white and the
wealthy this was an abomination. To
the United States, the growing ‘pink
tide’ of Latin America became a threat
to neo-liberalism in its own back yard.
Venezuela was at the forefront of this,
developing political and economic
solidarity across the South.
The US set about rolling back leftist
gains across the continent, including
supporting the coup in Honduras which
overthrew the elected President in

2009. Long before the current difficulties
emerged, it also supported the
attempted coup against Hugo Chavez
in 2002. Since then it has pumped tens
of millions of dollars into supporting
the right-wing opposition in Venezuela,
an opposition which has organised
violent protests involving killings and
attacks on public buildings, including
hospitals. More recently there have
been attempts on the life of Maduro.
The self-proclaimed interim President,
Guaido, emerged from these right-wing
movements. He has been recognised
by a minority of countries, including
his sponsor, the United States, The
European Union, Britain and Israel.

The Venezuelan electoral system is one
of the most transparent and robust in
the world. It is not possible to rig it,
as Jeremy Hunt suggested, by stuffing
ballot boxes. The system is electronic,
based on finger-print ID and votes
are cross-checked against a paper
print-off which electors place in ballot
boxes after they have registered their
votes. That the fractured opposition
boycotted the Presidential election
does not delegitimise it. That some of
their leaders were in prison for inciting
violence does not delegitimise it either.
The right did make advances in the
elections to the National Assembly, but
abused their power by, for example,
swearing in representatives while
results were being queried. Maduro
has repeatedly called for talks with the
opposition. However, the opposition’s
objective is not peace but to overthrow
the government and to roll back the
gains of the Bolivarian Revolution.
That the right was successful, however,
demonstrates the depth of problems
which were beginning to emerge at
that time. There were widespread
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abstentions by Chavista voters in those
elections.
The situation in Venezuela is very
bad - that isn’t made up though some
things are and some are exaggerated.
We see little of the pro-government
demonstrations in our media.
There have been Issues with economic
management, particularly a continued
over-reliance on oil. The dramatic fall in
its price had devastating consequences
for the country.
Other significant problems have been
caused by subsidies of oil and basic
goods to make them affordable for
the population. This led to widespread
smuggling. Even back in 2017 it
was estimated that 30-40% of food
disappeared out the country illegally.
However, we would not be where
we are without internal sabotage
and external intervention. As well as
actively supporting the violent, antidemocratic right, the US and the EU
have increasingly applied economic
sanctions against Venezuela, making it
extremely difficult for the government
to deal effectively with the problems in
the country. The US has also threatened
to invade.
The aim, as in Chile and Nicaragua, is to
make life harder and harder for ordinary
Venezuelans, to destabilise the economy
and to undermine and overthrow the
government. Further sanctions and
seizures of assets will make things
significantly worse. It will be difficult for
Venezuela to trade and access finance.
There are two options for Venezuela –
US sponsored destruction, chaos and
regime-change or non-intervention and
talks with the opposition. Jeremy Corbyn
has stated his opposition to foreign
intervention in Venezuela but there are
Labour politicians who do not share
that view. The SNP has aligned itself
with the EU’s interference, dictating
terms to Venezuela, though likewise
not everyone in the SNP shares that
position. So lobbying is important to
avert another dangerous and misguided
intervention which would cause
devastation in Venezuela.
Frieda Park is the treasurer of the
Scottish Venezuela Solidarity Campaign

Fighting for a living rent

Neil Gray, Joey Simons and Bechaela Walker summarise the origins, achievements and ambitions of the Living Rent tenants’ union

A

s Friedrich Engels made clear,
housing crises are neither a
temporary inconvenience nor a
partial failure of the market but a systemic
and perennial feature of capitalist
relations. Since housing has become such
a central pillar of national economies,
however, the scope of housing crises
and their political implications have
changed markedly. From the early 1980s,
right-to-buy, housing stock-transfer and
widespread demolition programmes have
decimated public housing, while Housing
Association provision has been heavily
depleted and marketised via diminished
government funding and a subsequent
reliance on private finance. The private
rented sector, the least regulated and
so currently the worst of all tenures, has
increased from 5% to 15% of total housing
stock in Scotland in the last decade and
rents have spiralled inexorably.
The pressing nature of the housing
question is all too evident. Yet, until
recently, housing movements have
been lacking in Scotland since the major
anti-stock transfer campaigns of the late
2000s. The ‘bedroom tax’ campaign of
2013-14 is one notable exception, but it
did not develop the tenants’ movement.
This state of affairs was given a welcome
jolt when Edinburgh Private Tenants’
Action Group (EPTAG) started picketing
letting agencies to defend private tenants’
rights in 2011. After helping to abolish
illegal letting agency fees in Scotland in
2012, EPTAG formed Living Rent in 2014
with activists from the National Union
of Students and Acorn Scotland in order
to campaign around the Private Housing
(Tenancies) (Scotland) Act 2016. This
campaign helped establish rent controls
through new Rent Pressure Zone (RPZ)
legislation, and more tenure security
through the scrapping of some of the
pernicious ‘no-fault’ grounds for eviction.
Such legislation remains less than ideal,
and in the case of RPZs, unworkable in
practice, but the campaigning started
the necessary work of tenant organising
in the private rented sector and put rent
control back on the agenda for the first
time since its repeal in 1989. Crucially,
Living Rent formed into a tenants’ union
in 2016, aiming to foster solidaristic mass
movements around private and social
housing across Scotland.
Since 2016, it has expanded significantly.
A key to this growth has been member
defence around winnable campaigns,

jointly securing repairs, deposits, fees and
rent reductions for individual members,
and training tenants to win their own
cases, lead negotiations, mobilise
friends and neighbours, and pass this
experience on to others. These victories
demonstrate in practice the effectiveness
of the union, not as a service, but as a
fighting body that moves people to action
and empowers them to fight their own
battles. The union’s recent campaigns,
summarised here, have sought to
generalise modes of political organising
against a profit-driven housing sector, and
turn defensive actions into offensive ones.
In the summer of 2018, Living Rent
helped mobilise thousands of people
across Glasgow against Serco’s planned
mass eviction of so-called ‘failed’ asylum
seekers. Innovative actions included
forming anti-eviction teams prepared
to prevent stealth lock changes, and the
securing of non-collaboration agreements
from registered social landlord and letting
agents. Crucially, the campaign began a
new phase of solidarity organising with
migrants and refugees in the workingclass communities where Serco properties
are concentrated.

Living Rent’s Seize the Fees initiative –
notably built on the legislation EPTAG
helped to force in 2012, and the extensive
research and direct action of new
members – has recovered thousands
of pounds’ worth of illegal letting
agency fees for tenants. The campaign
exposes the absence of enforcement
in the charging of these premiums,
thus, demonstrating the limits of legal
intervention without the presence of
strong tenant organisation. Through the
campaign, the Scottish Association of
Landlords has been forced to negotiate
directly with the union, and a historic
agreement has been signed between
Living Rent and an established Glasgow

letting agent, ensuring retroactive
payment of any illegal letting fees.
Further campaigns for a #WinterBreak
on evictions in Scotland and for revised
and meaningful rent control demonstrate
Living Rent’s capacity and willingness to
fight for legislative change on a national
level. Combining original research,
policy proposals, public petitioning and
demonstrations, Living Rent has forced
recognition of these issues by all the
major political parties. Instead of basking
in reflected glory, the union continues
to expose the emptiness of current
homelessness and rent-control legislation,
while proposing improved solutions
based on the needs of tenants rather
than landlords, developers and rentier
capitalists.
Living Rent has begun to fill the vacuum of
housing movement activism in Scotland,
but its ambitions are large and there is
more to be done. The group is constantly
seeking to expand its membership base,
has initiated a new branch in Aberdeen,
and has just launched its first local
neighbourhood branches in Glasgow. The
group emerged primarily from private
tenants’ action, but public housing was
always part of the agenda, and discussions
are developing around a clear policy
agenda on this vital, yet largely dormant,
question.
What is crucial for Living Rent is that
any such campaigns do not become
abstract and alienating for members, but
are built organically through member
defence, direct action, community
mobilisation, collective research and
the wider development of political and
cultural consciousness around housing.
The systemic housing transformation
that Living Rent is organising for requires
mass mobilisation, from the ground up,
and the union calls for new members,
representing different demographics in
Scotland, to join it in collective struggle as
it goes from strength to strength.
Neil Gray is a writer, researcher and the
editor of ‘Rent and its Discontents: A
Century of Housing Struggle’ (Rowman
& Littlefield, 2018). Joey Simons is a
writer and co-ordinator for the Glasgow
Living Rent branch events team. Bechaela
Walker is a writer, Living Rent Member
and co-ordinator for A History of Silence,
a research project helping people uncover
works by writers silenced due to their race,
gender and class.
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Transparency, participation and
environmental information in Scotland
Following from our Just Transition edition, Sean Whittaker assesses the right to access information campaigners need

This right is important because
it provides the public with an
enforceable means of getting access
to environmental information held
by public authorities. Pre-dating the
general freedom of information laws,
the right is implemented in Scotland
by the Environmental Information
(Scotland) Regulations 2004 (the
Regulations). The Regulations apply
to all public authorities in Scotland,
including private bodies which are
granted ‘special powers’ or whose
actions are significantly influenced by
the state. This scope is wider than the
similar provisions of the Freedom of
Information (Scotland) Act 2002, and
encapsulates bodies such as Registered
Social Landlords (RSLs) which are
currently not required to disclose nonenvironmental information.
Under the right of access to
environmental information, the public
has a right to have environmental
information proactively disclosed to
them. Scottish public authorities are
legally obliged to take ‘active and
systemic steps’ to pro-actively disclose
up-to-date environmental information
on all aspects of the environment. This
is generally done through electronic
means, but information can also be
pro-actively disclosed through physical
media such as notices on water quality
displayed at the beaches.
The public also has the right to request
access to environmental information
from Scottish public authorities directly.

Scottish public authorities that receive
such requests must respond within 20
working days, must provide assistance
to the requester and must disclose
the environmental information in the
form and format requested. Requests
for environmental information may
be refused, but all refusals must be
based on one of the Regulations’
limited exceptions and against a strict
public interest test. Critically, while
these exceptions exist the majority
of requests will lead to either the full
or partial disclosure of the requested
environmental information.
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S

cotland is facing an unprecedented
environmental crisis, with
threats such as climate change
and pollution acting as focal points
for concern. Public authorities in
Scotland have a key role in protecting
the environment, but questions have
been raised about the transparency
and accountability of these authorities.
Members of the public can also feel
excluded from the decision-making
process, but this is where information
can play a key part. The fact that
there is a legal right to access to
information has a role in ensuring that
environmental protection efforts are not
undermined.
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Access to environmental information,
either pro-actively disclosed or disclosed
on request, is important in keeping
Scottish public authorities accountable
and transparent. This can be seen in
the case of RSLs, which hold substantial
management powers over land, built
structures and individuals renting
property from them. Since 2014, RSLs
have obliged by the Regulations to
make environmental information that
they hold available to the public. This
has opened RSLs up to scrutiny by
both residents and non-governmental
organisations, ensuring that RSLs are
accountable for how they manage their
properties and safeguard both the rights
of residents and the environment.
The impact of the right to access
environmental information can also be
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seen in the protests against fracking and
in promoting the broader ‘Fossil-Fuel
Free’ movement in Scotland. Fracking
has been met with fierce opposition
from the public due to the detrimental
impact it has on communities and the
environment. Through using the right,
both the public and non-governmental
organisations has been able to access
environmental information relating to
the proposed locations of fracking sites
and studies on the impacts of fracking.
This has enabled anti-fracking groups,
such as Friends of the Earth Scotland,
to initiate campaigns against fracking
and to participate via public interest
intervention in judicial reviews.
The legal right to environmental
information is, therefore, not just a
tool for ‘nosy’ citizens but instead is a
potentially powerful tool in empowering
the public to scrutinise the actions (or
inaction) of Scottish public authorities
and hold them accountable for
their decisions. Further, by allowing
individuals to become informed about
the environment, the right enables the
public to participate in environmental
decision-making - through formal
procedures or informal protests and
campaigns – and may provide the
ammunition for court actions.
While the right does empower the
public, however, it is not clear how
the right is actually being used in
practice. We are currently conducting
research into this – who is accessing
what information and how is this being
used? We are looking for individuals
who have made use of the right to
access environmental information
to participate in a survey, with the
possibility of being interviewed on
their experience. Interested individuals
should contact s.x.whittaker@dundee.
ac.uk.
Sean Whittaker is a postdoctoral
researcher at the University of Dundee.
He writes for the ‘Uncovering the
Environment’ blog – see https://sites.
dundee.ac.uk/envinfo/project-blog/

reviews
Kenny MacAskill,

Glasgow 1919: The Rise of
Red Clydeside,
Biteback, pp320,
9781785904547, £20
Reviewed by Sean Sheehan

Much has been written and
remembered about events in Glasgow’s
George Square in 1919 when civilians
battled police. Troops and tanks
appeared on the streets of the city
and remained there for a week. It has
become the defining event of a period
known as ‘Red Clydeside’, an era that
continues to inspire Scotland’s labour
movement, and this new book is a
welcome addition to our knowledge of
the political radicalism that lay behind it.
The author, Kenny MacAskill, former
SNP member of the Scottish Parliament
and former Cabinet Secretary for Justice,
looks for the roots of Red Clydeside
and finds some of them in the way the
French Revolution influenced political
reformers like Thomas Muir in the late
eighteenth century.
A century later, Keir Hardie was standing
for election as an independent Labour
candidate and the Scottish Labour
Party was formed. Trade unionism and
strikes exploded in the first decade of
the twentieth century but resisting war
fever after the outbreak of World War 1
in 1914 was a challenge for the Left.
Industrial struggles for better wages
for engineering workers started on the
Clyde in 1915. Any increase in militancy
was feared by the ruling class and
legislation was introduced by minister
for armaments, Lloyd George, cracked
down on dissent.
In 1916, the Clyde Workers Committee
(CWC) was formed, its chairman was
Willie Gallacher, and the lull in militancy
was lifted a little with news of the
February and then October revolutions
in Russia. The all-too-familiar divide

between reformists and radicals began
to take shape.
Well-paced chapters in Glasgow 1919
cover the fast-moving events of these
years and there is a good analysis of the
1919 general election.
Events gathered steam in 1919 with
plans for a Clydeside-wide strike
demanding a forty-hour working week.
Coordination for an alliance with
miners, rail and transport workers was
not successful but this not deter those
who gathered in George Square on 29
January and hoisted a red flag on the
municipal flagpole.
Trade union leaders tried to rein in the
growing militancy of workers and the
CWC. The Cabinet met for the same
reason and military intervention was
discussed.
The author estimates that between
20,000 and 40,000 people were in
George Square on Friday 31 January
when a fracas developed after an
argument between a striker and a
soldier on a tram. The police later
claimed that they came under attack
but MacAskill’s considered opinion
is that this was a fabrication. What is
not disputed is the fact that the police
baton-charged the crowd and set off a
running battle on what became known
as ‘Bloody Friday’.

around contentious issues, probably
means a downright negative. Gallacher,
though, has a point when saying the
failure of strikers to make their way to
the Glasgow barracks – where soldiers
recruited from the city were strictly
confined to quarters – was something
to regret. The authorities must have
perceived a potential danger if strikers
entered into dialogue with soldiers from
the Glasgow area.
After ‘Bloody Friday’, the wider social
base that had helped paint Clydeside
red was to be contained within a narrow
field of electoral politics and the Labour
Party gradually gained ascendancy.
This book deserves praise for bringing
together details of events in 1919 and
placing them in a wider context of
working class militancy. The lack of an
index and reference notes are its only
drawbacks.
Sean Sheehan is author of ‘Žiżek: A
Guide for the Perplexed’ (Continuum,
2012) and’ A Guide to Herodotus’
Histories’ (Bloomsbury, 2018).

The book provides a graphic account of
what took place that day: the reading of
the Riot Act, the battle extending into
streets outside the square, troops from
outside the area and tanks entering
Glasgow that night.
Gallacher, in his autobiography, claims
that a revolutionary situation had
developed in Glasgow and that an
opportunity to seriously challenge
the state had been lost. MacAskill
considers this claim and concludes that
it is ‘highly debatable’ which, given his
tendency to use diplomatic language
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VLADIMIR McTAVISH’S

Kick up the Tabloids
I

’m writing this from South Australia,
where I’m performing for a month.
Despite the country’s close cultural
links to Britain, television news down
under gives very little coverage to
British politics. As a result, I am being
drip-fed snippets of news via the
internet and phone calls to home, and
it seems like I am missing out on a
better show than anything on offer at
the Adelaide Fringe.
From May continuing to bluster
on through Commons defeat after
Commons defeat and Cabinet
resignation after Cabinet resignation
to Chuka Umunna and friends splitting
away from Labour to form their own
eighties nostalgia party, from this side
of the world it looks like Britain is in
meltdown.
The defection of the Gang Of Seven (or
Gang Of Eight or Gang Of Whatever
Number They’ve Reached When
You Read This) inevitably brought
comparisons with the Gang Of Four’s
defection in 1981, when the country
was ruled by an unpopular intransigent
Tory government, and Labour were led
by an ineffective old man. However, I
think the comparisons may end there.
In 1981, Roy Jenkins, Shirley, Williams,
David Owen and Bill Rogers issued the
‘Declaration of Limehouse’ and left the
Labour Party eventually forming the
SDP, which they claimed would see an
end to two-party politics, but really
just ensured that Margaret Thatcher
won the next three General Elections.
I remember a badge you could buy in
left-wing bookshops at the time with
the slogan ‘Keep Politics out Of Politics.
Vote SDP’. Of course, the SDP later
went on to merge with the Liberals - all
except David Owen who went on to
become the Gang of One.
Umunna strikes a similar chord when
he claims that ‘politics is broken’ and
who could argue with him on that?
However, I’m unclear as how you fix
something that is broken by breaking
it even more. The Independent Group
seem to be styling themselves as some
Macron-style movement. One wonders
whether they’ve been following recent

events in France, and the utter shitstorms that have been happening over
there. Let’s face it, if you really want to
witness broken politics, no-one breaks
anything better than a bunch of French
people on a demo.
There are, however, subtle differences
between now and 1981. Back then, the
Gang of Four were well-known political
faces, apart from Bill Rogers. Indeed,
even at the time, if asked to name
the four, most people would reply
‘Roy Jenkins, Shirley Williams, David
Owen and … er … um ... er ... the other
bloke’. Today’s situation is the exact
polar opposite. If I was asked to name
the Gang of Seven, I reckon my reply
would be: ‘Chuka Umunna. And … um
... er ... um ... er … six other people I’ve
never heard of before.’ Of course, the
defection of Anna Soubry and her Gang
of Three from the Tories could well be
a game-changer. However, if Theresa
May ends up winning the next election,
a lot more than politics is going to get
broken.
Out here in Australia, people just
cannot understand how Theresa May
has managed to stay in office for as
long as two-and-half years. This is not
just because they can see how utterly
out her depth she is, but also because
very few Australian Prime Ministers in
recent memory have every enjoyed as
long as eighteen months in the job, let
alone two-and-a-half years. I have been
coming out here to perform at festivals
every year since 2012. Every time I
come out, they’ve got a different Prime
Minister, whether or not they’ve had an
election in the previous twelve months.
The job of Australian PM probably has a
higher casualty rate than that of Spitfire
pilots in World War II. Only British
Brexit Secretaries can expect a shorter
time in office. I reckon if I keep coming
to this country often enough, I’ll
eventually end up being Prime Minister
of Australia.
I could not write this column without
paying tribute to my fellow comedian,
Jeremy Hardy, who passed away at the
beginning of February at the tragically
early age of 57. Along with Mark
Thomas and Mark Steel, Jeremy was
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at the vanguard of political stand-up
comedy in the late eighties and early
nineties. Jeremy was, without doubt,
the finest political comedian of my
generation, and was a huge inspiration
to me when I started out in the
business. Unlike many other recipients
of British comedy’s top prize, Jeremy
did not use his winning of the 1988
Perrier Award as a stepping stone to
wealth and TV fame, preferring instead
to stay true to his beliefs and his unique
comic style.
In later years he came a familiar voice
on Radio 4, due to his appearances
on The News Quiz and I’m Sorry I
Haven’t A Clue, but Jeremy Hardy
should be remembered as much for
his activism as for his comedy. He was
fierce supporter of the Palestinian
cause, and a lifelong opponent of
nuclear weapons. His death is a huge
loss to the comedy business and to leftwing politics.
A socialist since childhood, Jeremy
Hardy summed up the attitude of all
reluctant voters on the far left with
this immortal line: ‘Voting Labour is
a bit like wiping your bottom. No-one
actually enjoys doing it, but you end up
in a far worse mess if you don’t’.
Vladimir McTavish is appearing at
The Stand Comedy Club, Glasgow on
Sunday 24 March with his solo show ‘25
Years Of Stand-Up’ as part of the 2019
Glasgow International Comedy Festival

Greetings to all delegates at the
122nd annual STUC Congress
UNISON is the public services union and the largest trade union in Scotland. We
are proud to represent our members across local government, health, community
and voluntary sector, utilities, the emergency services, housing, higher and further
education, and other areas like Skills Development Scotland, children’s reporter
and regulation of care.This gives us an unparalleled view of Scotland’s public
services - and those who deliver them.
To find out more contact our team on 0141 342 2811 or visit
www.unison-scotland.org
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Join online joinunison.org or call free on 0800 0 857 857

FIGHTING FEARLESSLY FOR JUSTICE,
COMPENSATION AND LAW REFORM
Thompsons Solicitors Scotland are proud to have served the trade union
movement in Scotland for 40 years.
Across the UK, Thompsons Solicitors has been standing up for the injured,
discriminated and mistreated since Harry Thompson founded the firm back in 1921.
We have fought for millions of people, won countless landmark cases and secured
key legal reforms.
We will always apply the full force of the law to secure justice for victims of
industrial wrong.
And when the law is wrong; Thompsons campaign to change it.

Call 0800 801 299
Visit TalkToThompsons.com
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